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Executive Summary 

 

For a new helicopter to succeed in today’s and future markets, it must be capable of performing 

multiple missions for a variety of customers.  This aircraft must be able to complete every mission 

efficiently and inexpensively, while also meeting or exceeding all emissions and noise regulations.  This 

new helicopter must also be environmentally friendly.  In order to meet this requirement, new 

technologies must be implemented and closely integrated to create an optimized robust design. The 

Athena Helicopter detailed in this report is an example of such a helicopter.  The Athena incorporates a 

number of innovative and modern technologies and combines them to safely and effectively take full 

advantage of their benefits, while minimizing their cost and environmental impacts.  It is a truly a 

“SMART-COPTER” that exhibits the characteristics necessary for success through its entire lifecycle. 

Throughout the design an Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD) methodology was 

used for conducting tradeoffs to find optimal solutions.  This approach focused on the heart or “core” of 

the helicopter – the main rotor system, the power generation system, and the control system.  Based on its 

simplicity and unique control characteristics, the Hanson elastic articulated (EA) hub was selected for use.  

The EA’s flex beam design and near 1/rev feathering frequency allow the use of rotating 

electromechanical actuators (EMAs) for primary (cyclic and collective) and Higher Harmonic Control 

(HHC) through Individual Blade Control (IBC).  The HHC provides the Athena with numerous benefits 

in the form of power reduction, vibration reduction, and noise reduction.  The redundant fly-by-wire 

design provides flexibility in flight control augmentation and allows for advanced control 

implementation, including envelope protection and trajectory optimization. 

A new combustor designed for the optimized turboshaft engine reduces emissions and provides 

fuel flexibility for transition to lower emission biofuels.  The engine’s distributed FADEC increases 

safety and reliability while also optimizing fuel consumption based on fuel type and mission profile.  

Between the engine and transmission, a dual speed unit provides the ability to lower the rotor speed 8% to 

reduce noise and power requirements, or to maintain 100% RPM for increased maneuvering ability and/or 

high speed flight.   

At the center of the Athena design is an open control platform (OCP) that provides an open 

system architecture and a common interface for the flight management computer, FADEC engine 

controls, helicopter sensors, Health Usage and Monitoring System (HUMS), RPM variation, flight 

controls and pilot interfaces.  This distributed integration allows for all of the Athena’s advanced 

technologies to be managed and optimized to achieve the best possible performance based on mission 

requirements.  This “Smartness” makes the Athena a truly robust design, capable of minimizing energy 

consumed while adapting to multiple missions without the loss of performance or safety.
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Symbols: 

b Number of Blades 
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Cl Lift Coefficient 

f Flat Plate Drag Area 
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Lp Damping in Roll 

Lδa Roll Control Power 
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Mw Angle of Attack Stability 

Mq Pitch Damping 

Mδc,δe Cyclic Pitch control Effectiveness 

Nv Directional Stability 

Nr Yaw Damping 

Nδp Yaw Control Power 

R Radius 
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VDL Design Limit Flight Speed 

VH Design Maximum Level Flight Speed 

VNE Never Exceed Flight Speed 

VT Blade Tip Speed 

Xu Drag Damping 

Xw Drag due to Angle of Attack 

Xq Drag due to Pitch Rate 

Xδc,δe Drag due to Collective and Cyclic Control Displacements 

Yv Sideward Damping 

Yδa Side Force due to Cyclic Control 

Zu Lift due to Velocity 

Zw Heave Damping 

α Angle of Attack 

δa Lateral Cyclic Control 

δc Collective Cyclic Control 

δe Longitudinal Cyclic Control 

δp Pedal Control 
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ηpt Turbine Polytrophic Efficiency 
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Proposal Requirements Matrix 
 

 Status Section 

General Vehicle Requirements 

Design “SMART-COPTER” capable of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) from 
unprepared area in less than 10 minutes from being positioned on heli-surface.  

���� 
3.2 
7.4 

Address benefits of advanced energy reducing technology including: 
       - Rotor Morphing 
       - Higher Harmonic Control 
       - Anti-Torque System 
       - Drag Reduction 
       - Advanced Engine Design and/or Alternative Fuels. 

 
���� 

 
3.3 
4.3 
5.0 
9.5 

6.1/6.8 

Initial Operational Capability in year 2020 ���� 11.2 

Utilize advanced technologies in order to enhance safety and reduce noise and vibrations ���� 

4.1 
4.3 
7.3 
7.5 
9.3 

11.1.4  

Aircraft must be “low maintenance” with a design focus on reliability and maintainability 
including lifecycle support, modularity and LEAN implementation.  

���� 10.0 

Mission Profile Requirements 

Aircraft must be capable of lifting the following payload: 
        - 1 pilot and 4 passengers plus luggage or 
        - 1 pilot and 500kg of freight  

���� 
8.1 
9.5 

Must perform multiple military, para-military and commercial missions in addition to 
those specified in the RFP 

���� 

2.1 
7.3 
7.5 

Comfort of passengers must equal that of equivalent helicopter with focus on ECS, Seats, 
Internal Noise, Sun Protection and Vibration.  

���� 
4.3 
9.5 

Minimum internal volume: height 1.1 m, length 1.4 m, width 1.0 m ���� 9.5 

Performance Capability Requirements 

Aircraft must have sufficient power to hover for 15 minutes at 1500m and ISA +20C ���� 8.1 

Minimum recommended cruise speed of 100 knots and range of 300NM  ���� 8.1 

Use of advanced techniques to enhance mission survivability  ���� 

7.3 
9.3 
9.4 

A semi-automatic take-off and landing system to allow normal use of aircraft by non 
professional pilots 

���� 

7.1 
7.3 
7.5 

Aircraft crashworthiness should meet federal standards to improve overall vehicle safety  ���� 9.3 

Cost Requirements 

Lifecycle cost reduction that addresses recurring costs, non recurring costs, operating 
costs and provides comparison with similar sized helicopters.   

���� 
10.0 

 

Local and complete pollution analyses of the vehicles consumption of energy on the 
ground and in flight over the entire lifecycle of the vehicle. 

���� 
6.8.2 
6.10 
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Table of Physical Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRANSMISSION DATA: 

Rating    SHP         

Type · ············ Split Torque Hanson Transmission 
Takeoff Power (5 min) · · · · · · · ···· 514 HP / 383 kW  
Maximum Continuous Power ··· 414 HP / 308 kW
       

ENGINE DATA:  

Rating   SLS               SFC                

Takeoff Power (5 min)    467 HP    0.4462 lb/Hp/hr  
              348 kW  0.2710 kg/kW/hr  
Max Continuous Power   376 HP    0.4489 lb/Hp/hr  

              280 kW     0.2730 kg/kW/hr 
   

SLS     Burn Rate    
Cruise: (100% RPM)    
 Max Range           250 HP      123.7 lb/hr  
                               186 kW      55.99  kg/hr 
 Max Endurance    162 HP       98.61 lb/hr                        

 121 kW      44.77 kg/hr 
Cruise: (92% RPM) 

Max Range           235 HP      116.3  lb/hr 
 175 kW      52.75  kg/hr 

Max Endurance    169 HP       94.88  lb/hr 
         126 kW       43.04  kg/hr 

 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 100% RPM @ DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT: 

Characteristic    Sea Level Standard  1500m/ISA+20         

Maximum Forward Airspeed  158 kts / 293 km/hr       146 kts / 270 km/hr 
Maximum Range    329 NM / 609 km      346 NM / 641 km 
Maximum Range Airspeed  119 kts  /  220 km/hr  119 kts / 220 km/hr 
Maximum Endurance   4.10 hr    5.45 hr 
Maximum Endurance - R/C Airspeed 59 kts / 109 km/hr   66 kts / 122 km/hr 
Maximum Vertical Rate of Climb  1,329 ft/min / 6.75 m/sec  824 ft/min / 4.19 m/sec 

VEHICLE DATA:                

Design Gross 
Weight · · · · · ·· · · ·· · ·  3262 lb / 1480 kg 
Maximum Gross 
Weight · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·  3450 lb / 1565 kg 
Empty Weight · · · · ·  1545 lb / 700 kg 
Fuel:  

-Tank Capacity ·  60 gal / 227 liter 
-Weight · · · · · · · · ··  397 lb / 180 kg 

Useful Load · · · · · ·· ·  1717 lb / 778 kg 
Number of Seats· · · ·  5 
Cabin Size: 

- Height· · ·  3.6 ft / 1.1 m 
 - Length·· ·  4.6 ft / 1.4 m 
 - Width·· · ·  3.3 ft / 1.0 m 

FENESTRON DATA: 

Diameter · · · · · · · · ·· · · ··  2.4 ft / 0.731 m  
Chord · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · ·  0.21 ft / 0.064 m 
Number of Blade · · · ·  10 (unequal spacing) 
Number of Stators· · ·  11 (equal spacing) 
Solidity · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· ·  0.56 
Tip Speed··· · · · ·· · · ·· ·  575ft/sec 

      175 m/sec 
Shaft Speed · · · · · · ·· · ·  4576 RPM 
Blade Airfoil· · · · · · · · ·  VR7 
Stator Airfoil· · · · · · · · · NACA 65 Type 
 

MAIN ROTOR DATA: 

Radius · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · 14.75 ft / 4.5 m 
Chord · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· ·  0.88 ft / 0.268 m 
Number of Blades · ·  4 
Solidity  · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · 0.075  
Disc Loading · · · · · · · ·  4.77 lb/ft2 

     23.26 kg/m2 
Twist · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·  -18/25 deg 
Twist Change Point· 0.50R 
Tip Speed · ·· · · ·· · · ··  630/680 ft/sec          
      192/207 m/sec 
Shaft Speed · · · · · · ·· ·  408/440 RPM 
Mast Tilt: 
 - Forward ·  3 deg 
 - Left· · · · · · · 1 deg 
Airfoil · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · ·  SC1094/SC1095 
Airfoil Transition ··· 0.85R-0.90R 
Tip Sweep Angle·· ·  20 deg 
Tip Anhedral Angl·  20 deg 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 92% RPM @ DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT: 

Characteristic    Sea Level Standard  1500m/ISA+20         

Maximum Forward Airspeed  138 kts / 256 km/hr       126 kts / 233 km/hr 
Maximum Range    368.6 NM / 683 km      379.7 NM / 703 km 
Maximum Range Airspeed  112 kts / 207 km/hr  117 kts / 217 km/hr 
Maximum Endurance   5.27 hr    5.63 hr 
Maximum Endurance – R/C Airspeed 60 kts / 111 km/hr   67 kts / 124 km/hr 
Maximum Vertical Rate of Climb  2,038 ft/min / 10.35 m/sec  1,998 ft/min / 10.15 m/sec 
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Diagram Sheet 1 - Three-View 
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Diagram Sheet 2 - Aircraft Profile 

Hanson Hub and Transmission 

Skid Landing Gear 

Aerodynamic Fairings 

Composite Stringer Engine Mounts and Structure 

Hollow Circular Skid Tubes  

Structural Layout Diagram 

Inboard Profile 

Engine  

Baggage Compartment  

Skid Landing Gear  

Avionics / 
Battery Bay  

IBC Fly-By-Wire 
Flight Controls  

Power/Data 
Transfer Unit Hanson Transmission  

Fenestron Tail  

Composite Fuselage:   
E-glass/Epoxy + Shock 
Absorbing Foam 

Energy Absorbing Sub-Floor  
Hybrid Laminate Floor  

Flexure Blade Design  

Baggage Compartment 

Fuel Tank 

Electro-
Mechanical 
Actuators 
(EMAs) 

Hanson 
Transmission 

Variable 
Speed Module 

Roll-Ring 
Power/Data 
Transfer Unit 

Aircraft 
Power 
Generators 

Variable Speed Module  

Glass Cockpit  

Avionics / 
Battery Bay 
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Gear Box 

Starter 

Turbine 

Weight · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·130 lb / 58.97 kg 
Power-to-Weight Ratio (TO) · · · · · ·  3.12 HP/lb 
               5.14 kW/kg 
Airflow (TO) · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·  1.80 lbm/s 
                0.49 kg/s 
Pressure Ratio (TO) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  9:1 

 
Design Speeds @ 100% RPM: 
Compressor Shaft · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  38,000 RPM 
Power Turbine Shaft · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·  20,000 RPM 
Main Engine Drive Shaft · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·7,500 RPM 
Tail Rotor Drive Shaft · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·  7,776 RPM 

Centrifugal Compressor 

Stator Vanes 

Combustor 

Diagram Sheet 3 – Engine Centerline Schematic 
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Hanson Transmission 

22.0 in / 55.88 cm 

Bull Gear 
Diameter: 16 in / 40.64 cm 
440 RPM/ 408 RPM 

Main Rotor Shaft 
Diameter: 2.91 in / 7.38 cm 
440 RPM/408 RPM 

Follow Gear 
Diameter: 5.5 in / 13.97 cm 
1,292 RPM / 1,183 RPM 
 

18.0 in / 45.72 cm 

Drive Gear 
Diameter: 3 in / 7.62 cm 
2,368 RPM / 2,169 RPM 

Lead Gear 
Diameter: 5 in / 12.7 cm 
1,421 RPM / 1,302 RPM 

Diagram Sheet 4 – Drive Train Schematic 
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Diameter: 1.8 in / 
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Auxiliary Gear Box 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

In response to the 25th Annual Student Design Competition sponsored by the American 

Helicopter Society (AHS) International and Eurocopter, this graduate student team report describes the 

preliminary design of a short range, medium speed, five seat “SMART-COPTER,” with a focus on 

minimizing energy consumption.  In order to take into account the full life cycle of the design from 

manufacturing to operation and maintenance, an integrated product and process development (IPPD) 

methodology was used to conduct parallel analysis to achieve effective synthesis of numerous product 

and process design disciplines.  Figure 1-1 depicts graphically the IPPD process consisting of three design 

loops: Conceptual Design, Preliminary Design, and Process Design. An initial Product Data Management 

(PDM) loop is identified, as well. This methodology is particularly well suited to this design competition 

because the IPPD process includes both product and process development and allows for the integration 

of computer aided design (CAD), computer aided Engineering (CAE), computer aided manufacturing 

(CAM), and for supporting Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Life Cycle Cost (LCC). 

 
Figure 1-1: Georgia Tech Preliminary Design Product and Process Development 
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 The design process began with analysis of the requirements outlined in the 25th Annual AHS 

Student Design Competition Request for Proposals (RFP) for a “SMART-COPTER.” These requirements 

served as the foundation for the initial design.  Once the RFP requirements were analyzed, the team 

developed a conceptual design baseline vehicle using the Georgia Tech Concept Independent Rotorcraft 

Analysis and Design Software (CIRADS) and the Georgia Tech Preliminary Design Program (GTPDP) 

synthesis tools.  Once the baseline vehicle was established, an initial CATIA model was developed in 

order to start both the product and process design loops. 

The baseline development was followed by preliminary design where a more detailed analysis 

identified the necessary modifications to refine the baseline concept.  This analysis included aerodynamic 

performance optimization, structural design, structural analysis, material selection, refined CAD 

modeling, helicopter stability and control analysis, dynamic analysis, propulsion system design, 

manufacturing assessment, safety analysis, and life cycle cost analysis.  The team has also addressed the 

influence of the manufacturing processes required for the design.  To address the manufacturability of the 

design, DELMIA, a state-of-the-art CAM tool, was used in conjunction with CATIA V5, for integrated 

design and manufacturing.  It was through the delicate balance of product and process demands that the 

team effectively arrived at a design solution that best met the RFP requirements.  The timeline followed 

during this process is shown in Figure 1-2 concurrent with the supporting rotorcraft course offered at GT.  

 
Figure 1-2: Project Timeline 

   

2  REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

The RFP outlines that the design must be able to perform all conceivable military, para-military, 

and public multi-purpose transport missions.  It specifies that the vehicle should be designed for 

minimizing fuel consumption for a one-hour flight at 120 knots, and have a range of 300 nautical miles. 

Based on this information, an airspeed of 120 knots and a range of 300 nautical miles were used as the 

cruise segment of the mission analysis. 
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The RFP presents a requirement for hover out of ground effect (HOGE) for 15 minutes at 

maximum takeoff weight and environmental conditions of 1500 meters (4921ft) and ISA +20ºC.   This 

hover requirement determined the engine sizing and installed power requirements. 

The payload and crew requirements were clearly specified as a crew member of 100kg (220lbs) 

and maximum cargo weight of 500kg (1102lbs).  The RFP also dictated a minimum internal volume and 

weight configuration for passengers, and that the vehicle minimizes energy consumption throughout its 

lifecycle.  

2.1 Helicopter Mission Analysis 

The functions for the proposed rotorcraft were separated into three categories: military, para-

military, and multi-purpose public-air-vehicle.  The three categories have many functions in common but 

the composition and duration of mission segments can be quite varied.  In order to evaluate the mission 

“robustness” of the vehicle, three typical missions were developed.  These missions represent a cross 

section of possible missions and were used to evaluate the design and ensure its multi-mission capability. 

 
Figure 2-1: Military Convoy Security Mission 

 
Figure 2-2: Para-Military Surveillance Mission 
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The overall result of the mission analysis was the determination that the vehicle must satisfy a 

number of different customers and therefore be robust in nature. The mission analysis also assisted in 

determining customer requirements to be incorporated in the Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) 

planning matrix. 

2.2  Overall Design Trade Study Approach  

 To properly capture the customer requirements and lay the foundation for a successful design, 

several common management and planning tools were used, including; affinity diagrams, tree diagrams,  

pareto charts, and a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) matrix.  These tools helped define and prioritize 

the customer requirements.  Clearly defining typical missions and capturing the customer requirements at 

the beginning of the design process reduced the number of design changes required, and reduced the 

overall cost of the project. 

2.2.1 Quality Function Deployment Matrix 

A QFD matrix was used to determine relationships between the customer requirements defined in 

the RFP, or determined through mission analysis, with their corresponding engineering characteristics.  A 

QFD matrix, sometimes called the “House of Quality,” has several sections that represent different ways 

of valuing both customer requirements and engineering characteristics.  The QFD developed for the 2008 

AHS competition consists of six “rooms” and is shown in Figure 2-4. In addition to defining the most 

important requirements, the QFD matrix also provided the team with an initial set of engineering targets 

and performance goals.  

 
Figure 2-3: Public Multi-Purpose VFR Training Mission 
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Figure 2-4: QFD Shown With All Six “Rooms” 
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2.3 Overall Evaluation Criterion  

The QFD matrix quantified the engineering characteristics most important to meeting the 

customer’s requirements.  From this analysis of critical requirements an Overall Evaluation Criterion 

(OEC) was developed to provide a single scalar measure, from zero to one (with one being best), that 

defined the total value of a design configuration.  It encapsulated all pertinent design considerations and 

was the single meter against which conceptual design trades were weighed and measured.  During the 

preliminary design phase it was used to ensure a robust design capable of meeting and exceeding all 

customer requirements.  For the 2008 AHS Student Design Competition seven key metrics were 

determined to be critical; Mission Capability, Safety, Noise, Fuel Consumption, Emissions, Intelligence 

and Life Cycle Cost. 

( )
LCC

IQIEIFCINISIMCI
OEC

+

⋅+++++
=

4

507.13.021.010.012.018.0

 

All indices are values of 0 to 1 where: 

MCI = Mission Capability Index 
SI = Safety Index 
NI = Noise Index 
FCI = Fuel Consumption Index 
EI = Emissions Index 
IQI= Intelligence Index 
LCC = Life Cycle Cost Index 
 

The coefficients in front of each index 

set the weighing of the index. They were 

derived from the weighted importance values in 

the QFD matrix for the engineering 

characteristics that influenced each index.  

These relative importance values were 

converted to percent importance and 

transformed into coefficients that result in a 

value between 0 and 1 for the overall evaluation 

criterion.   The engineering characteristics and 

weighted importance values and resulting 

percentage importance are contained in Table 

2-1. 

 

 

Table 2-1: OEC Coefficient Breakdown 
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2.3.1 Mission Capability Index 









⋅+⋅+








⋅+⋅⋅⋅=
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Where: 

Availability= MTTRMTBF

MTBF

+  , Subjective value based on overall design (baseline=85%) 

Endurance= Endurance at 5000/95 Max Endurance with no reserve (TGT= maximum value = 4 hr) 
Vbr= Best Range Speed (TGT= maximum value= 120 kts / 222 km/hr) 
VD= Dash Speed (TGT= maximum value= 140 kts / 259 km/hr) 
PL= Power Loading (TGT=10.0 lbs/hp  /  6.08 kg/kW) 
VY= Sideward Flight Speed (TGT=45 kts / 83 km/hr) 
 

The first term in this index measures the availability of the aircraft (available time/total time), this 

value was based on analysis of current aircraft, and then adjusted with design changes that would increase 

or decrease the estimated availability of the aircraft.  The availability was then multiplied by a number of 

weighted performance parameters. The first term weighted at 50% importance was the endurance of the 

aircraft over a specified mission divided by 4 hours, multiplied by 80% of the maximum best range 

airspeed divided by 120 knots and 20% of the dash speed divided by 140 knots.  The final two terms were 

weighted 30% and 20% respectively and consisted of the power loading of the aircraft divided by 10 

lbs/hp and the maximum sideward flight speed divided by 45 knots.  

2.3.2  Safety Evaluation Criterion 

[ ]safety
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Where: 

D&R = Dependability and Reliability, sum of improvements above traditional baseline aircraft (0-100)  
 (FADEC=+20, HUMS=+30, Carefree Maneuvering=+20) 
AI= Autorotative Index using Sikorsky Method (TGT= 25) 
Survivability= Sum of improvements above traditional baseline aircraft (0-100) 
 (Crashworthy Subfloor=+20, Assisted Flight Control System=+20, Trajectory Optimization=+10) 
Qsafety= AntiTorque Safety factor based strictly on effect of tail-ground contact  
  (Tail Rotor = 0.2, Fenestron = 0.7, NOTAR = 1.0) 
 

In creating a safety criterion, it was necessary to take into account the safety of individuals flying 

in the aircraft as well as the ground crew and those near the aircraft when not in flight. Improvements to 

the air crew’s safety were measured by three terms.  The first measured relative improvement to the 

reliability of the aircraft in avoiding critical failures.  The second was the ability of the aircraft to 

autorotate safely to the ground following a complete loss of engine power to the rotor.  The third term was 
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a relative measure of the vehicles ability to avoid a crash or survive a crash if unavoidable.  The anti-

torque term primarily accounts for ground safety, although it was also reflects improvements to the safety 

the aircraft‘s occupants during low altitude and terrain flight operations.   

2.3.3 Noise Evaluation Criterion 

 

Where: 

NFO= Noise level during 500ft AGL fly over at 110 kts from WOPWOP (TGT=70.0 dB) 
NH= Noise level during 500ft AGL hover from WOPWOP (TGT=65.0 dB) 
NInterior= Qualitative noise level inside helicopter 0dB (silent) to 100 dB (loudest) (baseline=50 dB) 
NTrajectory= Ability of the pilot and aircraft to avoid noise sensitive areas 

(1= Standard Aircraft, 2=Avionics show noise sensitive areas, 3= Aircraft provides guidance cues 
to pilot for best route to minimize noise in sensitive areas, 4= Aircraft auto pilot flies optimal noise 
reduction trajectory) 

 
 Because this aircraft will be operated in and around high population density areas, noise reduction 

was a driving factor in design.  For noise considerations, the program results from WOPWOP1, at a hover 

and in forward flight, were used. A subjective upper threshold of 10 additional dB’s (twice as loud) would 

drive the index to a value of zero. In order to take into account the comfort of the passenger the internal 

noise levels were accounted for using a qualitative measure from 0 to 100. A final segment of the noise 

index was the level in which the aircraft can assist the pilot avoid noise sensitive ground areas such as city 

centers and parks. This ability compounds the gains made by reducing the vehicle’s external noise.  

2.3.4  Fuel Consumption Evaluation Criterion 
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Where: 

f = Design Equivalent Flat Plate Area (TGT= 5.0 ft / 1.524 m) 
BSFC= Design Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (TGT= 0.5 lb/hp.hr  /  0.304 kg/kW.hr) 
φ= Design Empty Weight Fraction (TGT= 0.50) 
FM= Figure of Merit (TGT= 0.85) 

RotorD

L









= Lift over Drag of Rotor (TGT= 12) 
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Although a directly calculated fuel burn over a specific mission would be the best measure of this 

criterion, this more complex equation, which takes into account five primary factors which effect fuel 

consumption, was derived to assist in preliminary design. In order to maximize this index, the vehicle had 

to minimize empty-weight fraction, equivalent flat plate drag area,‘f’, and brake specific fuel 

consumption and maximize Figure of Merit (FM) and Rotor Lift to Drag ratio. The evaluation criterion 

was formulated to capture the above parameters, with 40% of the value being determined by the BSFC 

and the remaining four factors accounting for the remaining 60%. 

2.3.5  Emission Index Evaluation Criterion 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Where: 

EI(NOx) = Emission Index for Nitrogen (baseline= 4.722 grams nitrogen/kg fuel) 
EI(CO) = Emission Index for Carbon monoxide (baseline= 1.105 grams CO/kg fuel) 
EI(UHC) = Emission Index for Unburnt Hydrocarbons (baseline= 1.832 grams UHC/kg fuel) 
EI(CO2) = Emission Index for Carbon Dioxide (baseline= 3157 grams carbon dioxide/kg fuel) 
SN= Smoke Number: a measure of particulate matter from soot (baseline = 29.7) 
 
 This index was baselined against a standard turboshaft engine with the same power output as the 

Athena engine.  This standard engine would have an overall emissions index (EI) of zero while an engine 

with no pollution effects would score a 1.0.  The standard measurement for unburned hydrocarbons, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen is an EI.  The EI is the mass of pollutant in 

grams divided by the mass of fuel used in kilograms, calculated through a landing take-off cycle (LTO) 

including take-off, climb out, approach, and idle modes of operation.  Smoke, or particulate matter, would 

be measured in the form of a dimensionless smoke number (SN) calculated from the reflectance of a filter 

paper measured before and after the passage of a known volume of a sample for a fixed time and flow rate 

of the sample.  A SN of 20-40 generally defines the smoke visibility threshold. The standard 

measurements for emissions indices and smoke number have been modeled in GasTurb 10 (GSP 10), a 

gas turbine simulation program developed by the National Aerospace Laboratory, Netherlands (NLR), the 

NASA Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) program, and an Excel spreadsheet developed 

by the team based on combustor research outlined in chapter 6 of this report. 
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2.3.6 IQ Index Evaluation Criterion 

[ ] [ ] [ ]controlassist MIBCM
LoA

IQI ⋅+⋅+⋅+





⋅= 2.03.02.0

5
3.0

 

Where: 

LoA = Level of Autonomy (No Assist=1, SCAS/CAS =2, Attitude Command/Control=3, Velocity 
Commands=4, Full Autopilot=5) 
Massist= Maneuverability Assistance (Envelope Protection = +0.4, Trajectory Optimization = +0.3, 
Obstacle Awareness = +0.1, Obstacle Avoidance = +0.2) 
IBC= Individual Blade Control, (Primary Flight Control = +0.4, 2/rev Harmonic Control = +0.3, >2/rev 
(higher) Harmonic Control = +0.3) 
Mcontrol= Method of Control (Control Tubes/Mixing Assembly = 0, Fly-by-wire = 0.7, Fly-by-light = 1) 
 

The intelligence criterion was designed to capture the vehicle’s ability to take advantage of recent 

technological advances that improve overall safety, comfort and maneuverability.  These advances also 

contribute to the other indices (i.e. IBC reduces noise, fly-by-wire reduces weight, etc.), but they were 

grouped together here to simplify the evaluation criterion and express the “smartness” of the design as 

compared to traditional helicopters. 

2.3.7 Life Cycle Cost Evaluation Criterion 

 

            

Where: 

(All figures in 2008 dollars derived from Bell PC Cost Model) 
RDTE = Research, Development, Tests, Evaluation Costs (Baseline= $40,000,000) 
PC = Production Cost per helicopter (Baseline= $1,500,000)  
DOC = Direct Operating Cost including maintenance and POL (Baseline= $400/hr) 
 

The life cycle cost criterion takes into account the three major costs associated with rotorcraft: 

research, development, test and evaluation costs, production costs and direct operating costs.  These costs 

were determined using the Bell PC cost model.  These cost segments have been weighted according to the 

customer requirements from the QFD.  

3 PRELIMINARY SIZING AND PERFORMANCE  

3.1 Vehicle Sizing Method 

Successful rotorcraft vehicle sizing and performance estimation must adeptly integrate 

aerodynamic and weight analyses.2  Such integrated analyses is comprised of: selecting a rotorcraft 

configuration, sizing the selected configuration, and sizing the engine---all according to the performance 
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and weight requirements of the Request for Proposal.  For this design, preliminary vehicle sizing was 

done using the RF method,3 an approach that allows the linking of aerodynamic and weight requirements. 

Figure 3-1 shows a schematic illustration of the RF method. 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic Illustration of the RF Method 

 
The RF method allows the estimation of feasible gross weights of different rotorcraft 

configurations by balancing, for a specified mission, the fuel weight required and available, and the power 

required and available.  It is thus possible to optimize an objective function (i.e., fuel required) and obtain 

a corresponding value for a chosen design parameter (i.e., disc loading).  A feasible configuration is 

obtained when the fuel and power available for the mission are respectively equal to the fuel and power 

required. 

3.2 CIRADS: Concept-Independent Rotorcraft Analysis and Design Software  

The conceptual-design sizing program employed for initial sizing and performance estimation 

was CIRADS: Concept-Independent Rotorcraft Analysis and Design Software.4 Developed at Georgia 

Tech to expedite conceptual design, CIRADS can be used to calculate vehicle size and performance for 

prescribed missions, or to calculate performance for an existing rotorcraft.  A specified rotorcraft model is 

used to calculate required power, and a specified engine model is used to calculate power available.  

CIRADS can also be used for special performance problems: range, endurance, rate of climb, and to 
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model rotor and wing stall.  It provides the versatility to consider all feasible rotorcraft configurations 

including tilt rotors, coaxial rotors, tandem rotors, and single main rotors. Additionally, for a single main 

rotor helicopter it can model Fenestron, NOTAR, and conventional tail rotor configurations.  Its 

usefulness for this RFP is underscored by its capability to model variable rotor configurations---such as 

tip speed, diameter, and chord length---during a prescribed mission.  

3.2.1 Validation of CIRADS’ Predictions  

To ensure reasonable accuracy, CIRADS' 

performance predictions were compared with available 

flight test data from a Lynx XZ170 helicopter.5 Figure 

3-2 shows the results of the comparison. Each lettered 

point denotes a different flight condition reported in 

the compiled data. The results indicate that CIRADS 

predicts power required with reasonable accuracy.   

Performance estimates were made for the 

MD-500E and the EC-120B, and then compared with 

manufacturer-advertised performance.6,6,7  Tables 3-1 

and 3-2 again show that CIRADS estimates vehicle 

performance with reasonable accuracy. 

 

 

 Manufacturer 
Value 

CIRADS 
Estimate 

VMAX (kts) 135 138 

VBR (kts) 120 100 

VBE (kts) 50 59 

Range 
(NM) 

259 250.8 

Endurance 
(hrs) 

2.7 3.08 

R/CMAX 
(ft/min) 

1,770 2,603 

Table 3-1: Validation of Performance 

Estimates (MD-500E) 

 

 

Table 3-2: Validation of Performance 

Estimates  (EC-120) 

 Manufacturer 
Value 

CIRADS 
Estimate 

VMAX (kts) 150 148 

VBR (kts) 115 110 

VBE (kts) 65 67 

Range 
(NM) 

397 392 

Endurance 
(hrs) 

4.5 4.81 

R/CMAX 

(ft/min) 
1,350 1,331 

 

Figure 3-2: CIRADS Validation using Lynx Data 
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3.2.2 Athena Vehicle Sizing Mission  

The RF method was used to assess feasible configurations that met the Request for Proposal 

requirement of a 300-nautical-mile range capability. A 20-minute fuel reserve was also added to ensure 

sufficient versatility for all military, para-military, and civilian missions that Athena may encounter. The 

final sizing mission used is depicted in Figure 3-3. 

3.2.3 Configuration Selection: Initial RF Analysis 

A survey of historical data was 

conducted to compare feasible gross weights 

of the following rotorcraft configurations: 

single main rotor, coaxial helicopter, and 

mono-tilt rotor.  Table 3-3 summarizes this a 

priori data.3  The RF method was used to 

determine that the single main rotor 

configuration was the minimum-weight 

solution.  Table 3-4 summarizes the results of 

this initial RF analysis.  In addition to the 

lower gross weight, the single main rotor 

helicopter was also able to meet all customer 

requirements outlined in Chapter 2.  

 
Figure 3-3: Sizing Mission 

Table 3-3: A Priori Data 
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3.2.4 Selection of Major Design Parameters: RF Sensitivity Analysis 

The sizing of the single main rotor configuration was refined using an RF sensitivity analysis to 

determine tip speed, disc loading, and solidity.  The sensitivity analysis was geared to the RFP 

requirement to minimize energy consumption during cruise flight.  That requirement promoted fuel 

weight, related to fuel consumption, as the best objective function to minimize during sizing.   

At the inception of each sizing iteration, vehicle installed power and engine SFC were assumed. 

CIRADS then sized the vehicle for a 300 NM range capability at a target speed of 120 knots, where the 

range capability was calculated as a function of cruise speed, gross weight, and altitude.   For this design, 

the high, hot hover-out-of-ground-effect (HOGE) requirement was used as the engine sizing criterion.  

After each iteration, the engine was rescaled to the predicted power required.  The vehicle’s weight was 

also recalculated after each iteration with component weight equations that were scaled with a 

“technology factor” to improve the accuracy of the weight estimation for a future helicopter with initial 

production in 2020. 

3.3 Rotor Morphing Trade Study 

Because the RFP 

specifically address rotor 

morphing, a thorough trade study 

of possible technologies was 

conducted (Table 3-5.). 

This investigation took into 

account the additional weight of 

the components, the changes in 

safety and availability, and the 

potential increase in R&D, 

production, and operational costs 

Table 3-4: RF Sizing Results 

 

Table 3-5 Rotor-Morphing Concepts Investigated7,8,9,10 
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of the system.  As a result of this trade study a variable tip speed design was determined the most realistic 

given the 2020 operational requirement.  A further trade study was conducted between a continuously 

variable transmission and a dual speed design (see Chapter 6).  A dual-tip speed design was chosen for its 

potential to reduce fuel consumption and reduce noise with minimal impact on cost, safety, and 

availability. 

3.3.1 Dual Speed Optimization 

To validate that a dual RPM design will 

meet the RFP requirements and justify increases in 

cost and complexity, a sizing iteration was run and 

compared to the baseline results. Table 3-6 shows 

the results of this iteration along with the original 

baseline results.  Although, there is a slight increase 

in empty weight due to the variable speed module, 

there is an 11 percent reduction in fuel required for 

the range mission, and a nine-percent reduction in 

power required for the hover OGE capability.  

Figure 3-4 shows the hourly fuel consumption rate 

of the one-speed and dual-speed designs at the 

vehicle’s best-range speed.  It is clear that the dual-

speed design has a smaller rate of fuel consumption 

despite its slightly higher gross weight. 

While operating at reduced tip speeds 

reduces fuel consumption, there are times when 

operation at 100% tip speed is necessary to avoid 

blade stall.  Airspeed-altitude limits showing 

retreating blade tip stall are calculated with 

CIRADS, and shown in Table 3-5.  The figure shows that at an arbitrary speed, 120 knots, there is a 7,000 

ft ceiling increase in ceiling while operating at 100% PRM as opposed to 90% RPM.  Although, these are 

not the Athena’s maximum operational ceiling, the results show the occasional need for the higher tip 

speed. 

Table 3-6: Range Mission Comparison of One-Speed 
and Dual-Speed Rotor 
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4 MAIN ROTOR BLADE AND HUB DESIGN 

Athena’s main rotor system was designed to be aerodynamically efficient, safe, light-weight and 

practicable.  It is a swashplate-less design that employs advanced rotor controls--namely, Individual 

Blade Control (IBC) and Higher Harmonic Control (HHC)--to achieve reduced vibration and reduced 

noise throughout its operational envelope.  With an emphasis on efficient cruise flight, the Athena’s rotor 

blades use a combination of non-linear twist distribution and an advanced tip design, which includes 

taper, sweep, and anhedral to achieve high efficiency in both hover and cruise flight. 

4.1 Rotor Blade Design  

The main rotor is designed to optimize Athena’s cruise performance and to provide good hover 

efficiency.  It is a low-drag, light-weight design that takes advantage of the Athena’s Higher Harmonic 

Controls (HHC) to reduce power required and vibrations. 

4.1.1 Airfoil Selection 

A trade study was conducted to evaluate the effect of airfoil section on power required and cruise 

performance with specific range as the measure of cruise efficiency.  CIRADS was used to compare the 

specific range values and power required (Figures 4-2 and 4-3).  In this trade study only airfoils whose 

performance data was publicly available were considered.  The SC-1094 was chosen as the main lifting 

airfoil because it required the least power and had the highest specific range.  The SC-1095 airfoil was 

selected for the outer 95% of the rotor blade because of its high drag-divergence Mach number and lower 

pitching moments. 

Figure 3-4: Fuel Consumption of Dual-Speed Rotor 
 

Figure 3-5: Airspeed-Altitude Limits to Avoid Retreating 
Blade Stall 
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4.1.2 Twist Selection 

 A double linear-twist design was employed 

for the Athena’s rotor blades:  inboard of 90% radius, 

the blade is linearly-twisted by -18 deg; outboard it is 

twisted by 25 deg.  The conflicting aerodynamic 

requirements of hover flight and forward flight 

usually compel designers to choose linearly-twisted 

blades between -8 and -14 degrees.  For Athena’s 

rotor blades, a relatively large twist is used to reduce 

hover power.  The blade tips are twisted by 25 

degrees to maintain positive angles of attack at the tip 

and to avoid the production of negative thrust.  

Figure 4-1 compares Athena’s twist distribution to 

that of the UH-60’s main rotor11 and a scale model of the RAH-66 .12 Although this high twist may 

increase vibrations, the Athena’s HHC will reduce them greatly. 

4.1.3 Blade Planform Design 

 
Taper: A 5:8 taper is used to decrease the hover power required.  As shown in Figure 4-4, the 

outboard 90% of the blade is tapered.  

Sweep: Sweep is used to delay the onset of compressibility effects at high speeds.  

Compressibility effects increase power required and noise.  The Athena’s rotor blade is swept back 20 

degrees to delay the onset of these effects. 

 
Figure 4-1: Specific Range with Different Airfoils Figure 4-2: Power Required with Different Airfoils 

 

Figure 4-3: Blade Twist 
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Anhedral: Blade anhedral has been shown to reduce both noise and power required. 13  Collins 

and Bain14 have used high fidelity CFD  techniques to show these benefits.  Based on this research the 

Athena’s rotor blade tips have a 20 degree anhedral. 

 

4.1.4 Selection of Tip Speed and Disc Loading 

Figure 4-6 shows the variation of power required with disc loading at several tip speeds. The 

figures indicate that lower tip speeds correspond to lower power required.  At each tip speed, the disc 

loading corresponding to minimum power required is denoted by a marker.  The choice of low tip speeds 

is restricted by; the requirement to cruise at a target speed of 120 knots, maneuverability of the helicopter, 

and compliance with the FAR 27 provision to be able to 

withstand gusts of up to 30 ft/s.  The CIRADS stall 

model indicated that for tip speeds less than 650 ft/s, 

even for solidity ratios as high as 0.08, the retreating 

rotor blade would encounter stall at cruise speeds of 120 

knots or greater.  Compliance with FAR Part 27 restricts 

the selection of extremely low tip speeds because these 

low tip speeds cannot withstand the 30 ft/s gust without 

stalling.  The Athena’s tip speed and disc loading were 

chosen such that FAR Part 27 requirements were 

satisfied with a 10% stall margin. 

 

Figure 4-4: Rotor Blade Specifications 
 

Figure 4-5: Validation of Design Twist 

Figure 4-6: Power Required vs. VT and DL 
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4.1.5 Selection of Blade Number and Solidity 

Figure 4-7 shows the variation with solidity of 

the fuel required for a 300 NM range and the required 

engine power for the high, hot hover environmental 

conditions.  The figure shows the acceptable choices of 

solidity for blade aspect ratios (AR) less than or equal to 

20.  While more blades would be useful for vibration 

reduction, fewer blades correspond to less required fuel 

and engine power.  The minimum solidity that precludes 

stall at a 120-knot cruise speed is 0.075; four blades were 

chosen accordingly.   

 

4.1.6 Acoustic Analysis 

Athena’s acoustic signature was 

determined using WOPWOP1 at each of its 

operating RPMs. In order to perform this analysis 

the Athena FLIGHTLAB15 model was used to 

generate sectional lift and drag coefficients at 18 

radial and 24 azimuthal locations for a 110 knot 

flight at both tip speeds.  This information, along 

with the rotor dynamics information was used by 

WOPWOP to produce the perceived decibel level 

at a given observer position. In order to check the 

WOPWOP predictions, the two major sources of 

noise in steady level flight, thickness noise and 

loading noise, were plotted along with total noise 

for Athena at 110 knots, 500 ft AGL flying towards 

an observer.  Figure 4-8 depicts the increasing noise 

as the Athena gets closer to the observer; it also 

shows which source of noise dominates the total 

sound.  Beyond 1400 feet, thickness noise 

dominates because it is largest in the plan of the 

 

Figure 4-7: Variation of Fuel and Power Required 
with Solidity 

 

Figure 4-8: Noise Breakdown with Athena Flying 

 Towards Observer 

 

Figure 4-9: Acoustic Footprints at Max Gross Weight16 
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rotor disc.13  When Athena gets closer than the 1400 feet, the loading noise becomes dominant.  Next, in 

order to put the data in a graphical format and provide comparison to existing aircraft, perceived noise 

was calculated for a 500ft AGL fly over to observers located in a 1 km grid.  A surface plot of this noise 

was generated in MATLAB, and the 65dBA contour was plotted over a figure found in the MD-520N 

Technical Description Manual available online.16  Figure 4-9 shows that the Athena is comparable with 

the MD-520N and far quieter than either the Bell-206 or the AS350B.  The figure also clearly depicts the 

acoustic advantage of reducing the rotor RPM. 

4.2 Hanson “Ideal Rotor” Hub 

  Athena’s hub is a bearingless, swashplate-less 

configuration designed to reduce parasite drag, noise and 

vibrations, and to improve handling qualities. 

The Hanson (Bearingless) Hub is a simple, safe, and stable 

hub design that was successfully flight-tested on an auto-giro by 

Tom Hanson in 1970,17  and many of its qualities have been proven 

in wind tunnel tests at NASA Langley.  Over the past year, Georgia 

Tech and Konkuk University (in Seoul, Korea) have participated in 

a joint research effort to analyze and prove the unique qualities 

posited in Mr. Hanson’s design handbook.17  The team used some 

of this research data to evaluate the Athena’s hub design. 

 The Hanson (Bearingless) Hub provides all of the essential elements of an “ideal rotor” as 

described in Tom Hanson’s Hub Design Handbook.
17 

� Simplification of design 
� Multiple load paths  
� High ratio of ultimate tensile strength to blade centrifugal force  
� Minimum number of structural joints  
� Ability to maintain controlled flight after serious damage 
� Principal blade natural frequencies below their respective forcing frequencies  
� Stability about the feathering axis 
� Minimum rotor noise by reducing VT 
� Improved handling qualities 
 

The Hanson hub is based on a flexure design which uses a series of straps integrated into the 

blade structure to achieve “elastic articulation” – eliminating the need for the usual flapping, feathering, 

and lead-lag bearings.  Control inputs are provided to each blade through a combination of two torque 

tubes that provide structural redundancy.  

 

Figure 4-10: Hanson Hub17 
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4.3 Advanced Rotor-Control  

Advanced rotor control schemes are attractive because of their potential to improve performance 

and reduce noise and vibrations.  These advanced control schemes include other benefits: reduction in 

flight control system weight of 25%, reduction in maintenance cost of approximately 42%, reduction in 

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) of approximately 50%, increased aircraft availability by 15% and 

enhanced ballistic tolerance.18  

4.3.1 Individual Blade Control (IBC) 

Individual Blade Control (IBC) is the physical 

control methodology of applying pitch-control inputs to 

blades individually rather than through a conventional 

swashplate control that applies pitch-control inputs to all 

blades based on azimuth station. 

The ZF Luftfahrttechnik Company’s InHuS 

(Innovative Hubschrauber Steuerung = Innovative 

Helicopter Control) program has conducted extensive 

research and analysis on the use of electro-mechanical actuators (EMAs) in a production helicopter.  ZF 

determined that a brushless DC motor with an integrated mechanical reduction stage gear box could 

provide the required forces for an integrated control system providing both primary control inputs and 

individual blade control (IBC).19   

Figure 4-11 shows the torque-rate envelope used by ZF to set the requirements for EMA testing.  

In order to show the concept could be applied to large force requirements, the analyses were completed 

for a large helicopter resembling a CH-53G.  A small helicopter, the size of the Athena, using Hanson’s 

auto-trim rotor with its near 1/rev feathering frequency, will require much smaller forces and EMAs than 

the ZF tests.  Using EMAs coupled with a fly-by-wire architecture provides freedom to implement state-

of-the-art flight control software able to optimize handing qualities through active control. 

Athena’s EMAs are mounted on top of the rotor hub for ease 

of maintenance and proximity to the power/data transfer unit. A 

cutaway of the ZF EMA and gear box which the Athena EMAs will be 

based on is shown in Figure 4-12  

 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Blade Pitch Torque - Rate Envelope 

for ZF test Helicopter CH-53G19 

 
Figure 4-12: ZF EMA Layout19 
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4.3.2 Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) 

The theory of Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) has been around since the 1950’s.20 HHC has 

shown large benefits in wind tunnel tests,21,22,23,20 ,24,25 but its use on production helicopters has been 

greatly delayed due to cost, reliability, and safety concerns of the added complexity. HHC essentially 

makes use of 2/rev to (N+1)/rev (where N is the number of blades) control inputs which demand very 

significant response times and flexibility. HHC can be applied through either a swashplate or through 

IBC.  In the Athena, HHC will be used to suppress the vibrations and improve performance of the main 

rotor by adding inputs at multiples of N/rev frequencies.   

In the Athena conventional controls (cyclic and collective) and HHC are combined through IBC 

which provides substantial simplification. This combination requires IBC units with a capability of 

providing high amplitude angles (~20 degrees, collective controls) for long durations of time, moderate 

amplitude inputs ( ~5 degrees, cyclic controls) and small amplitude inputs with higher frequencies but 

short durations of time (Higher Harmonic Controls). This highly demanding task can be achieved with the 

Athena’s swashplate-less design combining EMA’s with the additional benefits of Hanson Rotor. The 

Hanson Hub design utilizes matched stiffness blades and flap-feathering dynamic coupling through the 

use of slightly forward swept blades, meaning that feathering inputs are put into the system at 1/rev, 

resulting in lower required control forces. Aerodynamic effects create damping to the feathering motion 

of the blade where its resistance to pitch changes is reduced. 

4.3.2.1 Vibration Reduction 

As mentioned above, using higher harmonic 

controls from 2/rev through (N+1)/rev and (N-1)/rev 

can significantly reduce vibrations. Because vibrations 

occur due to aerodynamic asymmetry of the rotor in 

forward flight, HHC can alleviate this asymmetry at its 

source. Example results from the wind tunnel tests are 

shown in Figure 4-13. In the tests,24 the highest 

vibration reduction was achieved with 1 degree 

amplitude HHC. Research has shown that oscillatory 

components of forces and moments could be reduced by 

80%.21,22,23,20,24,25 

 

Figure 4-13: IBC Vibration Reduction24 
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4.3.2.2 BVI-Noise Reduction 

The three major sources of main rotor noise are: high speed conditions on the advancing blade 

during forward flight, high load factors during maneuvers, and blade vortex interaction (BVI) in all flight 

conditions. It is possible to reduce the intensity of each these interactions using HHC, and reduce noise 

and vibration. Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 show the comparison of sound pressures with and without 

HHC.  The data was recorded during forward flight of the S-76B helicopter at a 450 fpm rate of descent 

in close proximity of the rotor.  This flight condition was selected because of the particularly high amount 

of BVI that occurs in this condition. 

4.3.2.3 Blade Stress Reduction 

HHC can also be used to reduce blade stresses from high amplitude oscillatory loads.  Straub22 

and Shaw25 have shown successful use of HHC to reduce blade bending stresses, increase blade fatigue 

life and reduce the overall life cycle cost of the helicopter. 

4.3.2.4 Power Required Reduction 

Using HHC can delay the onset of retreating 

blade stall and increase performance by about 5%.23  

Swashplate control acts in 1/rev harmonic fashion 

which is very close to the blade flapping frequency.  

This causes large responses to inputs. HHC can be 

used to overcome these problems, and redistribute 

the blade stall region over the rotor disk.  Figure 

4-16 shows the reduction in required power of a test 

helicopter.  In forward flight, the Athena will benefit from similar power reductions.  

 
Figure 4-14: BVI without IBC23 

 
Figure 4-15: BVI with IBC23 

 

Figure 4-16: Power Improvements23 
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4.3.3 Roll-Ring Power/Data Transfer Unit 

Athena’s control actuators are in the rotating plane, 

so there is a need to transfer large amounts of power and 

data from the aircraft fixed system to the rotating hub.  A 

team at the Boeing Company recently completed a trade 

study to identify the best technology to accomplish this 

task.26  The team developed requirements for power and 

data requirements for the MD-900 and then compared the 

viability and performance of available technologies, which 

included RF Wireless, Slip Rings, Roll Rings, and a 

Rotating Transformer. 

Following a comprehensive trade study, including 

bench testing, the roll ring concept was found to be the 

best for method for both power and data transfer.26  The 

roll ring design was bench-tested for an equivalent of 623 hours at 400 RPM with minimal changes in 

data or power transfer.  It was also shown that redundant channels can easily be incorporated to improve 

safety and reliability.  

Based on this trade study, a roll ring transfer unit will be utilized on the top of Athena’s rotor hub 

to transfer control data and actuator power to the rotating frame.  The roll-ring is shown below in Figure 

4-17 and Figure 4-18. 

4.4 Rotor Dynamics 

Resonance and instability are dependent on the blade natural frequencies, vehicle frequencies, 

and rotor rotational speed. For the Athena’s two speed rotor, these instabilities must be checked for both 

rotor speeds, and the transition between the two. A fanplot of the Athena’s rotor was constructed using 

dynamic modeling.27,28,29  Instabilities will occur when the frequencies of motion in the rotor from flap, 

Table 4-1: Transfer Requirements26 

 

 
Figure 4-17: Roll Ring Cut Away26 

 
Figure 4-18: Roll Ring Unit on Athena Hub 
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lag, or torsion occur close to a natural frequency of the rotor rotation (1P, 2P, 3P, etc. meaning once per 

revolution, twice per revolution, etc.).  The Athena rotor is designed to avoid instabilities in all but the 

first flap frequency, which is close to 1P.  The Hanson Hub is designed this way because it allows for 

reduced control input loads because a small load will naturally produce a large deflection since the first 

flapping frequency is close to 1P.  The rotor motion’s frequencies are changed by adjusting the flex beam 

and blade structural properties or the control system stiffnesses in order to avoid 3/rev, 4/rev and 5/rev 

harmonics at the two operational rotor speed conditions. The Athena’s two rotational speed conditions are 

marked with vertical lines in the fanplot shown in Figure 4-19.  The rotor rotational frequencies are kept 

sufficiently far from the rotor’s natural frequencies to avoid any damaging resonance conditions. 

4.4.1 Flexure Design 

The Hanson hub is based on a flexure design.  It uses a series of straps integrated into the blade 

structure to achieve “elastic articulation.”  This structure eliminates the need for the usual flapping, 

feathering, and lead-lag bearings.  The hub is built using composite materials which eliminate flapping 

and lead/lag hinges thereby reducing weight and complexity.  Safety is emphasized by designing the 

 

Figure 4-19: Athena Main Rotor Natural Frequencies 
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flexure to be structurally redundant.  The flexure is composed of a core and four flex straps that decouple 

the in-plane and flapping motions.  Feathering inputs are achieved through an elastic torque tube.  Kevlar 

49/Epoxy is used for the straps because of its high stiffness and structural damping characteristics.  The 

flexures are sized according to Hanson’s design handbook. 

Figure 4-20 shows the standard Hanson flexure cross section.  Figure 4-21 

shows the variation of both height and width of the flexure with radial position.  The 

figure shows that the design is free of an overlapping condition, where the spar caps 

would be overlapping and would represent an impossible design.  Table 4-2 lists the 

material properties as a function of radial location.  The stiffness values for the 

dynamics analysis are obtained using ANSYS and VABS.  Figure 4-22 shows the 

ANSYS model of the airfoil cross section. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

4.4.2 Static Droop Analysis 

An analysis of a stationary blade 

showed a static droop of 8.76 inches (22.25 

cm) and is shown in Figure 4-23. This analysis 

was completed with no precone angle. Adding 

2.5 degrees of precone angle would keep the 

blade tips at the same level with the rotor hub and reduce the steady loads to a minimum in flight.  

 
Figure 4-20: Hanson 

Flexure Cross Section 

 
Figure 4-21: Hanson Flexure Dimensions 

 
Figure 4-22: ANSYS Model of Blade Cross Section 

 
Table 4-2: Spanwise Flexure Stiffness Data 

 

 

Figure 4-23: Static Droop 
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4.4.3 Ground Resonance 

The current design with a non-

dimensional lag frequency at 0.5 is 

theoretically susceptible to ground 

resonance. Therefore, a thorough analysis 

has been carried out to ensure that this 

condition is not encountered during 

Athena’s operational rotor RPM. 

Johnson30 has shown that the product of 

damping terms related with lead-lag 

degree of freedom and body motion must 

be greater than zero to avoid instability. 

As a consequence of this requirement, 

both sub-systems must have non-zero 

damping values, if there is any possibility 

of ground resonance condition. 

This Analysis was conducted by plotting the regressive lag mode for the operational rotor speeds. 

Figure 4-24 shows the uncoupled frequency placement. The highest risk of resonance is found at 87% 

rotor RPM. The time response to a modal excitation is presented in Figure 4-25 for the 87% RPM 

condition and shows Athena is ground resonance free even at this most critical frequency. In the absence 

of damping term default 1% critical damping is provided to the body degree of freedom. Figure 4-26 

depicts the same time response in plane such that travel of the rotor cg position can be observed as a 

converging spiral.  

 

 

Figure 4-24: Lead-Lag and Body Modes 

 

Figure 4-25: Time Response of Rotor CG Location  
Figure 4-26: Rotor CG Contour in XY Plane 
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4.4.4 Air Resonance 

Tom Hanson has shown that using a matched-stiffness rotor like the Athena’s elastically-

articulated rotor precludes the 

occurrence of air resonance.  

Figure 4-27 illustrates a case of 

developed air resonance for a 

BO-105 helicopter with a 

hingeless rotor.  The figure 

depicts the preclusion of air 

resonance for a matched-stiffness 

rotor.  The critical point of air 

resonance would occur far below 

the flight RPM range, “thus 

eliminating even the theoretical 

possibility of air resonance.”31 

4.5 Final Design Parameters 
Table 4-3 identifies Athena’s final aerodynamic design parameters 

 
Figure 4-27: EA and Air Resonance31 

Table 4-3 Final Design Parameters 
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5 ANTI-TORQUE SELECTION AND DESIGN  

An anti-torque device for a single main rotor helicopter must provide sufficient thrust, without 

stalling, to counteract main rotor torque, provide yaw acceleration, and overcome tail rotor precession 

effects.32  The primary drivers of Athena’s anti-torque device design were: efficiency, availability, safety, 

noise, and cost. 

5.1 Anti-torque Configuration Selection 

Table 5-1 compares three anti-torque devices for Athena using the four metrics.   

Efficiency:  Fenestron tail rotors are “found to have lower power requirements than an open tail rotors to 

produce the same amount of thrust.”33  In forward flight, the Fenestron can be unloaded to get the best 

lift-to-drag ratio of the tail surfaces.  Unloading the Fenestron reduces the forward-flight power required. 

The NOTAR requires more power than both the conventional tail rotor and Fenestron; the NOTAR is 

much less efficient than the Fenestron. 

Availability:  Protecting the Fenestron with a shroud and unloading it in forward flight can increase the 

availability of the Fenestron.  The NOTAR ranks the lowest in availability, as the moving parts in its 

nozzle are delicate, and this decreases accessibility. 

Safety:  The shroud of a Fenestron, and the coverings of the NOTAR, protect the anti-torque system from 

strikes in low-altitude operation and reduce the risk of injury to ground personnel.  

Noise:  The Fenestron does not experience the noise due to main rotor-tail rotor interaction effects, as the 

conventional tail rotor does, although it is less quiet than the NOTAR. 

 Based on this trade study a Fenestron was selected for the Athena. 

Table 5-1: Anti Torque Selection Matrix 
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5.2 Fenestron Design 

The Fenestron tail rotor was designed to meet the stringent 

criteria recommended by the Tail Rotor Design Guide. 34   It was 

sized to provide trim thrust, maneuver thrust (for a 15 deg/sec yaw in 

1.5 sec), precession thrust, and a 10% stall margin.  A blade element 

momentum code modified for ducted fans33 was used with 

experimental results to size the fan, the stationary rotators (stators), 

and the duct of the Fenestron.  The design criterion requires a total 

thrust represented by Equation 5-1 

 

 

5.2.1 Selection of Tip Speed and Disc Loading 

Higher tip speeds can reduce the fan weight 

because smaller-chord blades are feasible, while lower tip 

speeds will reduce Fenestron noise.  In order to maximize 

the noise evaluation criterion, 575 ft/s was selected as the 

Athena’s tip speed. 35  This lower speed reduces noise due 

to compressibility effects.35   

Designers have historically selected tail rotor 

aspect ratios (radius/chord) between five and nine.36  

Employing this restriction on aspect ratio, a modified blade 

element code was used to calculate power required vs 

Fenestron diameter (Figure 5-2).  A fan diameter of 2.4ft (0.732m) was selected to reduce forward-flight 

parasite drag and reduce weight.  

5.2.2 Number of Blades and Solidity  

A high number of blades, relative to a conventional tail rotor, was selected to create higher 

frequencies that would more quickly attenuate and reduce noise. A survey of Fenestron tail 

configurations37 revealed that designers traditionally choose between 8 and 13 blades.  In order to meet an 

aspect ratio of at least 5, and reduce the required Fenestron diameter, the Athena uses 10 blades as shown 

in Figure 5-2.   A solidity of 0.56 was selected to ensure the blades do not stall throughout their operating 

range. 

 
Figure 5-1: Fenestron Design 

 

inmstallprecessmaneuvertrimtotal TTTTT arg_+++=  

Equation 5-1 Total Fenestron Thrust 

Figure 5-2: Fan Power vs. Diameter 
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5.2.3 Blade Spacing 

Eurocopter has successfully employed phase modulation on the EC-135 Fenestron blades to 

reduce its noise signature. Equation 5-2 was used to determine blade spacing 

based on a sinusoidal modulation38 where θi is the angular position of the i
th 

unmodulated blade, φi is the angular position of the ith modulated blade, and b is 

the modulation parameter.  For a 10-bladed fan, m and b are respectively 2 and 

6 deg for dynamic balance.39  In order to reduce noise, the Athena also uses this angle modulation. 

5.2.4 Airfoil Selection and Blade Twist  

The efficiency of the Fenestron fan is 

directly proportional to the lift-to-drag ratio of the 

fan’s airfoil.  The VR-7 airfoil was chosen due to 

its lower power requirement (Figure 5-3) and 

good lift-to-drag ratio. 

Although useful in reducing power 

required, blade twist might have an adverse effect 

on the Fenestron’s reverse thrust characteristics,40 

and for this reason was not used 

5.2.5 Number of Stator Vanes 

Athena’s Fenestron contains eleven stator 

vanes to reduce power losses due to the rotation of the fan’s wake.  In the interest of noise attenuation, the 

number of stators was chosen subject to the following criteria:35  

• The number of stator blades and rotor blades are unequal and do not have a common factor. 

• The product of the stator blade number and the rotor rotational speed does not equal rotor 
blade natural frequency. 

• The stator vanes are placed 1.5 rotor chord lengths downstream of the rotor blades. 

• The stator vanes are inclined radially by 5 degrees in the direction opposite to the rotor 
rotation.39 

 
A patent assigned to Eurocopter France39 proposes that it is “advantageous for the [vanes] to exhibit an 

aerodynamic profile of the NACA 65 type” with 8% to 12% thickness.   

)sin( iii mb θθφ +=  

Equation 5-2: Fenestron 
Blade Spacing 
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Figure 5-3: Fenestron Airfoil Selection 
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5.2.6 Duct Design 

In accordance with the results of wind tunnel tests41 showing 

that for high efficiency and high figure-of-merit, the duct’s lip radius 

should be greater than 7.5% of the fan’s diameter.  The duct lip radius 

was selected to be 8.0% of the fan’s diameter.  The diffuser angle is 

restricted to 10 degrees to abate flow separation at the duct’s outlet.41 

The Fenestron final design parameters are shown in Table 5-2. 

6 PROPULSION AND TRANSMISSION  

6.1 Summary of Engine System Design 

The Athena propulsion system consists of a turboshaft engine capable of running on either JP8 or 

biomass synjet fuel, and is optimized through the use of a distributed FADEC system.  The turboshaft 

engine is composed of a single stage axial compressor, a two stage lean-lean Lean Premixed Prevaporized 

(LPP) combustor, and two free composite turbines.  Engine control is accomplished by an advanced 

distributed FADEC system based on the Open Control Platform (OCP) that ties it to the flight 

management system to ensure that the engine is optimized in conjunction with the rest of the aircraft.  The 

FADEC also allows for the dual 

fuel capability of the aircraft.  

Although JP-8 is a more readily 

available fuel, biomass Synjet 

has lower lifecycle emissions.  

The transmission is based on the 

simple split-torque Hanson 

Transmission,17 with a Variable 

Speed Module (VSM) located 

between the engine and 

transmission.  Specific 

technology selections are 

summarized in Table 6-2 along 

with references for their specific 

sections in this chapter. 

Table 5-2: Fenestron Configuration 

 

Table 6-1: Athena Engine Specifications 

 

Table 6-2: Summary of Engine Technologies 
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6.2 Requirements and Approach 

The challenge of this propulsion system design lies in developing a small gas turbine engine that 

maintains its reliability and performance characteristics, while reducing its emissions and fuel 

consumption—major factors in the pollution chain. The Athena engine design concentrates on efficiency 

and environmental impact, throughout the life 

of each part.  Figure 6-1 shows the general 

design process used in this project to translate 

requirements listed in the RFP, FARs, and 

military specifications into an efficient 

propulsion system. The final design presented 

here represents numerous tradeoffs and offers 

the most robust propulsion system for air 

transportation needs in 2020 and beyond. 

6.3 Power System Selection 

 Many concepts for power generation were researched including; fuel cells, electric motors, 

turboshaft engines, diesel engines, and hybrid systems. Weight, volume, efficiency, total life cycle 

emissions, cost, and other considerations were metrics for comparison in conjunction with a range of 

fuels. Table 6-3 shows the engine types that were considered and their advantages and disadvantages.  

 

 
Figure 6-1: Engine Design and Sizing Process 

Table 6-3: Engine Types Considered Summary. 
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These engine types were compared 

using a TOPSIS analysis as seen in Figure 

6-2.  The TOPSIS analysis compared the 

different propulsion concepts in different 

missions where the relative weights of 

design variables (noise, fuel consumption, 

availability, etc) were changed according 

to that mission. In this plot, the engines 

with points closer to the center were more 

optimal for that mission.  The pure electric 

engine was eliminated before plotting due 

to its large size and weight of both the 

engine and batteries.  The results of the 

TOPSIS plot show that the Electric Hybrid proved best for “civilian” type missions, but its complexity, 

weight, and cost limited it in other applications. The standard turboshaft came out the best in the 

“military” missions and second best in the “civilian” missions. A further trade study of the electric hybrid 

and turboshaft engine was undertaken to closely compare these two top engine configurations from the 

TOPSIS results.  

6.4 Electric Hybrid Trade Study  

The Electric Hybrid was defined as the combination of a normal turboshaft engine and an electric 

“boost” motor for additional hover power. For the electric motor, a 70 HP, 50 lb, proof-of-concept motor 

designed by Astroflight and Sonex Aircraft was selected because it provided a better than the typical 1-1 

HP-to-weight ratio. This 70 HP was nearly the difference between Athena’s power required during hover 

and forward flight, and would enable the turboshaft to be designed closer to cruise conditions and 

therefore minimize SFC. 

The initial design of the hybrid included the motor, batteries, wiring, and additional transmission 

components required to combine the outputs of the two motors. The motor was the Sonex Aircraft proof-

of-concept motor which ensured production capability by 2016. Lithium polymer (LiPo) batteries were 

chosen because they posses high discharge rates, and are more stable than Lithium ion batteries, while 

still having a high power density. A transmission trade study was performed which selected a paracyclic 

continuously variable transmission42 to mix the outputs of the two power plants. 

Figure 6-2: TOPSIS Plot Comparing Propulsion Systems 
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The power required for each variant was computed using CIRADS for out of ground effect hover 

and 120 knot forward flight (5,000 MSL) in both a standard and a hot day atmosphere.  The added weight 

from the additional transmission and electric motor components were taken into consideration in the 

CIRADS analysis. The required horsepower values for each propulsion system combination were then 

used for engine sizing. In both cases, the high hot hover requirment sized the engines; however, in the 

hybrid case, the electric motor accounted for 70 HP, resulting in a smaller turboshaft engine. GasTurb 

was used to determine the engine parameters in each case.  Outputs from GasTurb were used in an Excel 

spreadsheet to compute emissions for the Two Stage, Lean-Lean, Lean Premixed Prevaporized (LPP) 

combustor (see section 6.7 for combustor design and selection).  The results were computed for a 15 

minute hover followed by a 2.5 hr flight at 120 kts for a 2.75 hr total flight (300 NM) and are shown in 

Table 6-4. 

The results showed that the hybrid 

engine only saved 4.20 lbs of JP8 (0.63 gal) 

ISA and only 30.91 lbs of JP8 (4.61 gal) on 

a hot day.  There was also minimal change 

in the emissions index.  The error in the 

emissions index for the hot day resulted 

because the engine burned rich at a hover in 

both cases on the hot day in order to produce the power for hover. The Excel program that was designed 

to predict emissions from the LPP combustor assumed lean or stoichiometric condition.  However, even 

without this data, it is evident that the hybrid did not offer enough savings in fuel or emissions to offset 

the increased system cost, its research and development cost, or the increased maintenance and 

complexity of the hybrid.  A standard turboshaft engine was therefore selected for the Athena Helicopter. 

6.5 Parametric Cycle Analysis  

 During initial design the engine was considered to be a “rubber” engine, whose size and 

performance characteristics were scalable to meet the mission requirements.  The “on-design” point, 

which represents the most taxing condition for power generation, was the 15 minute hover out of ground 

effect (HOGE) at an altitude of 5,000 feet with ISA+20oC. The engine was modeled as a simple two-

spool turboshaft, allowing for a separate “free” or “power” turbine. This free power turbine design 

provided increased operational flexibility by allowing separate optimization of both the compressor and 

the power turbine shaft RPM, improving the overall efficiency of the engine and reducing fuel 

consumption. The “on-design” point was then evaluated using GasTurb 10, an engine cycle analysis 

Table 6-4: Hybrid vs Turboshaft Trade Study Results. 
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program. Each component was treated as a “black box,” with non-ideal Brayton Cycle conditions 

captured via polytropic component efficiencies and pressure losses.43  

Table 6-5 provides a summary 

of the efficiencies as a function 

of their appropriate level of 

technology. Level 4 values 

were used to reflect the entry-

into-service date of 2020. 

Parametric studies were 

conducted to initially size the 

engine, focusing on ideal 

pressure ratios and turbine 

inlet temperatures to maximize engine efficiency while preventing component over-design. This analysis 

helped define the relationships between several critical inputs and outputs, such as power and SFC. Plots 

from the parametric cycle analysis, shown in Figure 6-3, show that increasing both burner exit 

temperature and compressor pressure ratios yield large efficiency benefits, up to the pressure ratio of 9:1. 

Increasing compressor pressure ratio above this value requires greater component cost and complexity for 

a diminishing increase in SFC or specific power benefit.  

Having identified turboshaft 

trends for changing compressor 

pressure ratio and burner exit 

temperature, a scaled engine 

model was constructed. A value 

for mass flow rate was selected 

based on preliminary mission 

analysis “power required.”  

GasTurb does not distinguish 

between axial and centrifugal 

compressors, by carefully 

choosing the pressure ratio and 

efficiency input values this 

discrepancy was adequately 

resolved.  

 

Table 6-5: Component Efficiency Assumptions for Tech. Level44 
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Figure 6-3: Parametric Cycle Analysis in GasTurb 10 
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6.6 Performance Cycle Analysis  

 While the “rubber engine” was scalable to meet the various mission requirements, even the 

performance of a rubber engine designed for one mission will perform less than optimally given a 

different mission. If power required for hover is very different from forward flight, the engine cruise will 

be at partial power and will cause a rise in fuel consumption for the long-duration forward flight mission 

segment. The engine must be able to perform well—in this case, achieve close to an SFC of 0.5 

lb/hp*hr—for all long-duration segments of the missions, while performing moderately well for the 

shorter, more intensive segments in order to be competitive.  Figure 6-4 summarizes these tradeoffs; it 

shows the changes in SFC, shaft power, and NOx severity index with changing Mach number and altitude 

for the sized rubber engine.  

Iterations between CIRADS and 

GasTurb—and later NPSS—defined the 

range, ceiling, and other performance 

parameters of the Athena with this rubber 

engine. Although GasTurb application was 

useful for calculating the engine 

performance estimates necessary for initial 

design, a more accurate analysis required a 

higher fidelity engine simulation. Therefore 

the “rubber” engine was modeled using the 

NASA Numerical Propulsion System 

Simulation (NPSS).  

NPSS is a computer code for calculating on-/off-design, steady-state/transient engine performance. 

It’s object-oriented syntax accommodates nearly any gas turbine engine configuration.  Figure 6-5 depicts 

a top-level summary of the Athena’s turboshaft engine modeled in the NPSS environment where each 

engine component was represented as an object in the NPSS code.  These objects were specified to ensure 

the analysis took into account the actual geometry of 

the centrifugal compressor (“Comp.” block) and 

specific fuel properties and chemical composition 

(“Fuel In” block). The elements were linked together 

using the appropriate type of connection (fluid, fuel, or 

shaft linkages). 
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Figure 6-4: Off Design Performance Analysis 

 

 
Figure 6-5: Athena Engine Modeled Using NPSS 
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GasTurb engine simulations with synjet fuel and standard JP-8 validated the Excel emissions 

estimation spreadsheet, and therefore the previous trade studies. Based on the maximum continuous 

power (MCP) setting for the sea-level standard condition of 376 HP from NPSS, it was necessary to 

establish a value for the 5-minute maximum takeoff power requirement as stipulated in Federal Aviation 

Regulation (FAR) Part 27.  Equation 6-1 was used to estimate this short duration power where HPNR 

refers to normal rated power (replaced by MCP) and t is the time in minutes.3  Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 

depict the overall engine performance, at MCP and 5-minute takeoff power throughout its full operational 

envelope and at varying atmospheric conditions. As expected, emissions estimations with GasTurb 10 

predicted higher pollutant counts at hotter engine conditions 

with standard jet fuel. Similar trends were seen with the synjet 

blends, though the magnitude of pollution decreased 

tremendously.  

 

6.7 Compressor 

Increased compressor pressure ratios result in increased power and reduced fuel consumption for 

a fixed engine weight. However, compressor efficiency and engine efficiency is also a function of engine 

size. The manufacturing tolerances of compressor blades are critical in influencing the compressor’s 

overall efficiency due to tip loss factors and secondary flows. Tip clearances on rotating components do 

not scale photographically like the rest of the engine.45 Material thickness requirements become another 

limiting condition, because as component sizes get smaller, the associated materials must maintain a 

minimum thickness level. However, recent advancements in stall prevention technology have allowed 

increasing compression through each stage of a centrifugal compressor. Current technology permits 
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pressure ratios of 7:1, and future advancements should enable ratios of 9:1 or 10:146 without large 

increases in complexity or cost. Previously discussed parametric studies showed large increases in 

efficiency through increasing pressure ratios up to 9:1 (Figure 6-3). For this reason, the Athena engine 

was designed with a pressure ratio of 9:1. 

Centrifugal compressors achieve higher pressure ratios per stage than heaver, larger axial 

compressors which require more materials and maintenance to support. Though centrifugal compressor 

stages are limited in their compression range, the Athena requires a relatively low pressure ratio. The 

optimal pressure ratio of 9:1, as well as the desire for a robust and simple solution, supports the 

centrifugal compressor as the most efficient choice for the Athena engine. 

In order to determine the geometric and performance characteristics of the compressor, an Excel 

spreadsheet was developed to calculate velocity triangles and produce off-design compressor maps. 

Calculations in the Excel sheet mirror the calculations and techniques 

described in an Introduction to Turbomachine.
46 This technique used an 

iterative process of solving the entrance velocity triangle by guessing 

the inlet Mach number at the tip, M1t, and then 

continuously calculating a new value for M1t until 

the two converged. The exit velocity triangle was 

calculated using the same iterative process for the 

exit Mach number, M3t. The Wiesner correlation 

was also used to estimate the exit slip factor, σ, 

defined as the ratio of exit swirl velocity to the 

rotor speed, as shown in Equation 6-2 where β2b= 

0 for high speed impellers and Z is defined as the 

number of blades.44 A modern polytropic 

efficiency of 90% was assumed to account for improvements in compressor technology and increased 

losses due to the relatively small size of this engine.  Figure 6-8 shows the component map used for the 

centrifugal compressor, which depicts efficiency and pressure ratios as a function of corrected flow and 

corrected speed. 

 In the Athena engine, flow must be carefully guided from the diffuser into the combustor, 

because the LPP combustor does not handle unsteady flow well. Stall and surge must be prevented not 

only to retain the compression abilities of the engine and prevent destabilizing vibrations, but also to 

prevent flashback in the combustor. For these reasons a diffuser with low solidity vanes was selected for 

the Athena engine. 

 
Figure 6-8: Centrifugal Compressor Performance Map 
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 In an effective engine compressor weight, cost, and vibrations must be minimized. The materials 

and manufacturing processes used to create the compressor must also be weighed considering 

environmental impacts to produce an environmentally friendly design. Implementing advanced 

technologies to raise air velocity and prevent flow unsteadiness, stall, and surge have resulted in a 

modern, efficient compressor design for the Athena  

 

6.8 Fuels 

6.8.1 Fuels Selection  

 The range of viable rotorcraft fuels is limited by infrastructure, fuel storage requirements, and 

safety concerns. Hydrogen, methane, propane, butane, JP8 (and other heavy hydrocarbons), bio-fuels, 

coal derivatives, and blends (synjet, biofuel/petroleum, coal/petroleum, etc.) were considered for this 

design, though safety concerns immediately eliminated some toxic fuels such as methanol.  An initial 

trade study was completed comparing these fuels.  In this study, 

the “joule,” or energy required, was fixed and the necessary fuel 

weight and volume were compared. Table 6-6 shows the fuel types 

considered and their energy density by mass (em) and volume (ev) as compared to JP-8.  This study 

showed that hydrogen had the highest energy density by mass (em), however, it had the lowest by volume 

(ev) which means it would require the largest storage tank.  Conversely, JP8 had the lowest energy density 

by mass but the highest by volume.   

 From the study in Table 6-6, methane, propane and JP-8 were found to be the best options for fuel 

due to their high energy density by volume.  Therefore, a further trade study was taken to analysis the best 

fuel for the Athena.  For this trade study, the emissions were also considered. Since methane, propane, 

and JP-8 are all heavy hydrocarbons, the emissions would be similar in a given engine for NOx, SOx, 

CO, and UHC.  The main emission difference would come from CO2 due to the different chemical 

Table 6-6: Fuel Comparison by Energy Density 
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Equation 6-4: Emissions per Unit 

Energy of CO2 

 
Equation 6-5: Emissions Index of CO2 

 

makeup of the fuel.  The CO2 emissions of a fuel can be expressed by Equation 6-3.  The emission per 

unit energy can then be expressed as in Equation 6-4. 

Another factor that must be addressed is the availability of 

the fuel.  JP-8 is a very common fuel and is available at most 

airports.  Propane is easily available to the general public but is 

not generally present at airport fuel stations.  Given these two 

additional factors, the criteria for choosing a fuel (FC) is defined 

in Equation 6-5. 

Table 6-7 shows the results of this trade study.  JP-8 was selected as the fuel for the Athena 

because it offers the best compromise between energy density, emissions, and availability. 

 

6.8.2 Overall Life Cycle Emissions: Coal Derivative Fuels and Biomass Fuels  

After deciding to use JP8 as fuel, a through literature 

review was conducted to find ways to reduce emissions from 

the JP8.  Of the emissions considered, CO2 and particulate 

emissions are more a function of fuel composition then of 

combustor design.  Therefore, a “drop-in replacement” for JP8 

was researched that would have similar properties of JP8 and 

reduce these emissions. As part of the Assured Fuel Initiative, 

sponsored by the Department of Defense, the US government 

is funding research into synthesizing jet fuel from alternate 

sources.  One of the most promising is the Fischer-Tropsch (F-

T) process. In general, the greater the concentration of F-T fuels as compared to JP-8, the lower the 

particulate emissions due to the lower amount of aromatic carbons (Figure 6-9). Lifecycle CO2 emissions, 

however, vary widely depending on the materials used to synthesize the jet fuel (Figure 6-10 compares 

various synjet fuels with JP8 for lifecycle emissions).  The Athena’s flexible fuel system allows use of 

both JP8 and Biomass Synjet.  The F-T Biomass fuel still produces similar amounts of CO2 when burned, 

but the CO2 produced during its creation is considerably less then JP8 (Figure 6-10  and section 6.10).  

Table 6-7: Fuels with Energy Density, Emissions, and Availability Relative to JP8 

 

 

Figure 6-9: Particulate Emissions from F-T 
Blends with JP847 
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There is currently a large effort funded by the Department of 

Energy and other groups to develop new enzymes to break 

down the initial biomass feedstocks more quickly, as the 

present process is rather inefficient and expensive.  In 10 

years the process should be streamlined enough to provide a 

competitive price and life cycle efficiency.  The flexible 

nature of this Athena’s combustor will allow the helicopter 

operator to decide whether to use biojet or JP-8 fuel.  

6.9 Combustor 

 The objective of the combustor design is to burn fuel with the typical 99% combustion efficiency, 

minimize pollutants (CO, UHC, and especially NOx), minimize aerodynamic losses, and minimize cost.  

In addition, the combustor should perform equally well over a wide range of operating conditions, and 

allow for fuel flexibility. 

6.9.1 Pollutant Formation in Turbine Engine Combustors  

The pollutant emissions from aero-engines mostly consist of NOx, CO, UHC particulates, CO2, 

and SOx. The formation of pollutants in turbine engine combustors is a function of combustion 

temperature, the time that the combustion products spend at high temperature and the sulfur content of the 

fuel (for SOx emissions specifically).  All but SOx, SN, and CO2 emissions (CO2 and SN emissions were 

considered during fuel selection) will be considered in the Athena combustor design because SOx, SN, 

and CO2 are primarily a function of fuel type and not combustor design. 

 Table 6-8 explains that the main method of reducing NOx is to decrease combustor temperature 

and residence time.  Unfortunately, this actually increases CO and UHC emissions since these increase 

with lower combustor temperatures and residence time. This creates a trade-off between minimizing 

 

Figure 6-10: Lifecycle Synjet CO2 
Emissions48 

 

Table 6-8: Pollutant Formation Methods 
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CO/UHCs and NOx.  As with NOx emissions, CO and UHC emissions can also occur due to incomplete 

mixing of the fuel vapor and air.  When this occurs, the leaner pockets burn at a lower temperature and 

increase CO and UHC emissions while rich pockets burn at a higher temperature and increase NOx. 

6.9.2 Ultra-low NOx Combustors  

Based on the previous section, a general approach to reduce pollutant emissions is; to ensure 

complete droplet evaporation, improve mixing, reduce residence time at high temperatures, and find a 

trade-off for minimizing CO/UHC and NOx emissions.  These concepts are applied in various ways to the 

ultra-low NOx combustors. The three types of low emission combustors considered for the Athena were 

the Rich-burn/Quick-Quench/Lean-burn (RQL) combustor, the Lean Direction Injection (LDI) 

combustor, and the Lean Premixed Prevaporized (LPP) combustor. 

A trade study showed that the two stage, lean-lean, Lean Premixed Prevaporized (LPP) 

combustor was most beneficial to the Athena.  The design principles and advantages and disadvantages of 

the various combustor types are shown in Table 6-9.  

6.9.3 The Athena Combustor: A Two Stage LPP Combustor  

The design of the Athena combustor follows the reverse flow annular combustor design.  Figure 

6-11 shows the Athena reverse flow combustor with the components and airflow paths labeled. The 

compressor exhaust passes across the liner first, turns and passes through the combustion chamber in the 

opposite direction and then turns once more toward the turbine inlet.  The purpose of this configuration 

is to reduce the length of the combustor. In 3-D, the combustor cross section is revolved around the axis 

of the turbine to create an ‘annular’ combustor.  The annular combustor is the lightest combustor 

configuration when compared to ‘can’ or ‘can-annular’ combustors. 

Table 6-9: Summary of Combustor Trade Study Results 
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To reduce emissions, the reverse flow design was modified into a Lean-Lean, Two Stage, LPP 

combustor (LL), developed by Hayashi et. al.49 as a variant of the LPP approach to ultra-low NOx 

combustors.  It is also similar to current combustors with axial fuel staging.  This combustor 

configuration gives “high combustion efficiency…while maintaining single digit NOx emissions over a 

wide range of overall equivalence ratios.49” Moreover, the two stage configuration serves to greatly 

reduce the combustion instabilities that can be prevalent in single stage LPP combustors.  

 Figure 6-11 shows a schematic of the LL Athena Combustor.  The combustion process is split 

into two stages: primary and secondary.  The primary and secondary injectors both supply lean premixed 

prevaporized fuel/air mixtures.  Injection of the secondary mixture into the hot products of the primary 

mixture produces a stable, ‘flameless’ combustion zone.  The secondary combustion zone increases the 

overall combustor equivalence ratio without increasing NOx emissions.  Experimental results even 

indicate that NOx levels can actually decrease after secondary combustion, possibly due to a chemical 

pathway for NOx destruction by the secondary fuel.50  

 
Figure 6-11: Athena Reverse flow, Two Stage Lean-Lean LPP Combustor (LL) 
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6.9.4 Emissions from Two Stage LPP Combustors 

The low NOx emissions for the two stage, lean-lean, LPP combustor were measured and 

compiled by Hayashi and are shown in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13.  Analysis of these figures shows that 

the Athena combustor must operate with an overall equivalence ratio of 0.45 to 0.65 to minimize NOx, 

UHC, and CO emissions.  In order to predict the emissions of the Athena, an Excel program was written 

to extrapolate emissions based off these graphs.  The program used the various engine operating 

parameters predicted by tools such as Gasturb 10 and NPSS, extrapolated the emissions at 15% O2 from 

the Hayashi and Aida data, and then converted them to the Athena’s exhaust oxygen content. 

 

 

6.9.5 Designing the Two Stage LPP Combustor – overcoming LLP disadvantages 

Though often used in large scale ground turbine engine designs, LPP engines have several 

potential problems which have precluded their use on aircraft.  These main problems are autoignition, 

flashback, and thermo-acoustic instabilities. These problems are explained and presented with the 

Athena’s solutions to overcoming them in Table 6-10. 

 
Figure 6-12: CO and UHC Emissions From a Two 

Stage LPP Combustor Over Various Overall 
Equivalency Ratios.50 

 

Figure 6-13: NOx Emissions From a Two Stage 
Combustor Over Various Equivalency Ratios.50 

Table 6-10: Summary of LPP Combustor Issues and Athena's Solution 
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To prevent flashback and auto ignition, special care needs to be taken on the design of the 

premixer and combustion chamber.  Flashback is where the flame from the combustor travels back into 

the premixer and causes the fuel to ignite prematurely.  Autoignition is when the fuel mixing with the hot 

gases from the compressor ignite spontaneously in the premix chamber before reaching the combustor.  

Each of these issues causes damage to the engine and occurs most at high power settings.   

Autoignition is prevented by designing the length of the premixer short enough that the residence 

time of the fuel-air mixture moving though the premixer is less than the ignition delay of the fuel.51  This 

is a compromise that results in less complete mixing than a premixer designed to ensure complete 

evaporation, but it allows the engine to operate at high power settings.  The premixer must also be 

designed so that the walls are smooth with nothing that can hold combustion in its wake, and that no 

recirculation can take place inside, ensuring that the fuel exits before its ignition delay.51  Ignition delay 

times vary with fuels.  The Athena will be designed to accommodate both JP-8 and its synjet-biofuel 

replacement.  Although these fuels are extremely similar, the ignition delay times very slightly and the 

FADEC controller will be used to accelerate the air-fuel mixture in the premix chamber, based on the fuel 

type, to ensure that the mixture enters the combustion chamber prior to the ignition delay. 

To prevent flashback, the boundary layer inside the premixer must be minimized to prevent the 

flame creeping back along this slower moving air.  Since turbulent flow cannot be used because of 

autoignition, the premixer walls must converge to accelerate the flow and flatten the boundary layer.51  

Experimental studies by Poeschl et al.52 have shown that autoignition should not occur if the mass flow 

rate in the premix chamber is at least 20m/s.  The Athena’s FADEC will adjust fuel/air flow rates with 

power setting to ensure that the mass flow is always above this critical value. 

The other potential problem with LPP engines is thermal-acoustic instability.  This is caused by 

the interactions of acoustic waves, fluid dynamics, 

and heat release oscillations.  The result is a 

resonance condition that results in pressure waves 

that create instability in the flame and can result in 

damage to engine components.  The Athena’s engine 

minimizes this with its two stage variant; the lean-

lean, two-stage, LPP engine has shown in 

experimentation to be more stable by Hayashi et. 

al.49 However, to ensure that this residence condition 

does not occur, an active controller will be used in 

the engine.  This controller, developed by Riley et. 

 
Figure 6-14: Thermo-Acoustic Pressure Fluctuation 

in Experimental LPP Combustor with STR 
Controller.53 
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al.53 senses acoustic waves and uses a closed feedback loop controller to activate an actuator that dampens 

the waves.  The actuator opens and closes valves that cause liner cooling air to enter the combustion 

chamber and eliminate the instabilities in the flame (Figure 6-14). 

6.10 Total Emission Chain 

The Athena has been developed to minimize the fuel it consumes and the emissions it produces.  

However, the life cycle emissions do not only include its operation.  To consider the entire pollution 

chain, the fuel’s extraction, refining, transportation, as well as its burning must be calculated.  The Athena 

was developed to use both JP8 and biomass synjet fuel to minimize lifecycle emissions.  The two distinct 

pollution chains used to estimate the lifecycle emissions are summarized below in Figure 6-15. 

The above processes were assumed in the study along with the assumption of using soybean oil for 

the biodiesel production.  Soybeans were selected as the major source of biomass because of their 

abundance in the U.S., and their ease of use in the production of biomass synjet.  In all analysis, 

inadvertent oil spills and leaks were not taken into account, nor were the emissions from the exploration 

for oil or the setup of land for agriculture.  The Athena’s emissions were computed for a 15 minute OGE 

hover, followed by a 2.5 hour flight at 120 kts (covering 300 NM) both at SSL conditions. Emissions 

from startup, taxi, and shutdown were assumed negligible.  

 

Figure 6-15: Lifecycle Processes for JP8 and Biomass Synjet 
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6.10.1  JP8 Lifecycle Emissions 

The JP8 lifecycle emissions were derived primarily from a study by the U.S. Department of Energy 

that looked at the lifecycle emissions for urban buses running on biodiesel fuel.54  This study considered 

the drilling and transport of both foreign and domestic crude oil and JP8.  The transportation of JP8 by 

Petroleum Administration for Defense District (PADD) is summarized in Table 6-11.  The emissions for 

the refining of JP8 were 

estimated from the U.S. 

Energy information 

Administration55 and 

from an EPA profile of 

the refining industry.56  

The results of this study 

are shown in Table 

6-12. 

6.10.2 Biomass Synjet Lifecycle Emissions 

The biomass selected to estimate the lifecycle 

emissions of synjet was Soybeans.  Soybeans are a 

major crop of the U.S., whose conversion process is 

well understood and would require minimal research 

and development for conversion into Synjet.  

Soybeans are grown throughout the U.S., however, to 

limit the study, only the top 14 soybean production 

states were examined and it was assumed that all 

soybean production would come exclusively from 

these states (Figure 6-11).  The data for the 

agriculture, transportation, and soybean crushing came 

Table 6-11: Forign and Domestic Crude Oil Transportation by Method and PADD54 

 

Table 6-12: Lifecycle Emissions From JP8  

 

Table 6-13: Soybean Production by State54 
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from the 1998 U.S. Department of Energy Study.54  The data for the conversion of Soy oil to JP8 was also 

from this study.  Although the study was based on the conversion to diesel and not kerosene, the 

emissions would be similar.  The results of the study are summarized in Table 6-14.  The negative 

emissions for agriculture show that the lifecycle emissions for 1 gallon of synjet actually removes CO2 

from the environment when compared to JP8. 

6.11 Turbine  

6.11.1 Axial vs. Centrifugal Turbines 

Although centrifugal turbines typically offer more compact volumes and higher expansion ratios 

than axial turbines, their benefits are not as great as those for centrifugal compressors.  Normally, fewer 

centrifugal turbines stages would be needed in a large engine when compared to axial turbines; however, 

because of the favorable pressure gradient through the turbine, and the small size of the Athena engine, 

only one axial stage is needed.  The mass flow rate is also high enough to prevent large blade tip 

clearance losses in an axial design.  Therefore, the axial turbine was chosen for the Athena due to the 

reduced frontal area, ease of manufacturing, and greater design flexibility. 

6.11.2 Component Design and Materials Selection 

Initially, the number of turbine stages was estimated based on efficiency, manufacturing, and 

reliability concerns.  A two-staged, free turbine setup was selected as the best method to allow both 

engine and rotor speed optimization.  This is a common system in rotorcraft, employing a high pressure 

turbine to convert the thermal energy of the flow leaving the combustor into usable power and a “free 

turbine” to carry that power to the transmission and ultimately the rotor for thrust generation. Due to 

recent advances in composites and cooling technology, modern high pressure turbines can withstand 

much higher temperature flows. Recent trends (Figure 6-16), predict allowable temperatures in excess of 

3300°R, though temperatures this high require advanced cooling techniques (Figure 6-17), that increase 

manufacturing complexity and material costs. Figure 6-3 shows that large decreases in SFC are possible 

with high turbine temperatures; therefore the most efficient design will be a high temperature combustor. 

Table 6-14: Lifecycle Emissions From Biomass Synjet 
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The Athena’s LL combustor has been shown to create combustion temperatures as high as 3300oR, 

though this temperature is reduced and moderated in the dilution zone to a level that can be handled by 

the turbine blades.  However, in order to maximize the efficiency of the engine, a thorough trade study 

was conducted, and outlined in the next section, to select blade materials to maximize the exit temperature 

of the Athena’s LL combustor. 

 

6.11.3 Turbine Performance and analysis 

 In addition to composite blade and cooling system design, pressure turbine blade angles must also 

be optimized. Off-design high pressure and power turbine maps, shown in Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-18 

were generated to evaluate turbine performance.  The high pressure turbine map, which includes surge 

margins and other important high pressure turbine characteristics, was converted into a format readable 

by NPSS and used in the NPSS model to validate the preliminary GasTurb output. 

Iterative performance cycle analyses were conducted using these off-design maps, the vehicle 

 
Figure 6-16: Turbine Cooling Technology 

Projections.57 

 
Figure 6-17: Allowable Turbine Tempritures and Cooling 

Methods.58 

 
Figure 6-18: Power Turbine Off-Design Performance 

Map. 

 
Figure 6-19: High Pressure Turbine Off-Design 

Performance Map. 
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sizing and performance codes, and the NPSS model. CIRADS engine models were created based on these 

maps to more accurately predict fuel and power requirements at various altitudes.  The models were 

refined and updated to reflect the changing engine performance characteristics until a final solution was 

achieved which effectively satisfied the performance requirements with the lowest SFC.   

Using the Turbine Preliminary Analysis Program (TURBN) created by Jack D. Mattingly, further 

sizing and performance characteristics for both the High Pressure Turbine (HPT) and Power Turbine (PT) 

were completed. The engine output data from GasTurb 10 and NPSS provided the required input, and the 

following assumptions were made: two-dimensional flow, constant axial velocity, constant mean radius, 

adiabatic flow in the rotor and stator, and calorically perfect gas. Polytropic efficiency was 91% for the 

HPT and 88% for the PT, based on the reference in Figure 6-3 of this report and future projections.   

Table 6-15 summarizes the results for the single-

stage HPT and PT.  The material selection for both turbine 

disks was based on an analysis of the blade stress factor 

(AN2) and the shaft speeds.  For the HPT, a shaft speed of 

38,000 RPM was selected to achieve a design balance 

between maximum turbine blade stress and performance at 

the extremely high operating temperatures.  

A shaft speed of 20,000 RPM was selected for the power turbine because it was the optimum value 

that allowed the use of less-expensive, more recyclable materials while maintaining a high level of stage 

efficiency.   Figure 6-21 demonstrates the relationship between the blade stress factor “AN” and material 

specific strength for the high pressure and low pressure turbines at a taper ratio of 1.0.  The graph 

indicates that the required specific strength is approximately 1000 psi/(slugs/ft) for the HPT and 600 

psi/(slugs/ft) for the PT.  These values were used on the graph in Figure 6-20 to determine the materials 

required to meet the high temperature demands.  This plot shows that the HPT should be constructed from 

Table 6-15: Athena Turbine Design Parameters 

 

 
Figure 6-201: Turbine Material Selection Plot.44 

 
Figure 6-210: Blade Stress vs Specific Strength44 
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at least “Material 5,” which refers to a single-crystal or directionally solidified (DS) superalloy, and the 

PT should be constructed from “Material 4” which refers to a wrought nickel alloy.  

6.12 Weight Analysis 

 CATIA was used to determine the 

specific volume of each major engine 

component.  These values were then evaluated 

as a function of their material density to 

determine an estimated weight breakdown.  

Table 6-16 summarizes the results of this 

analysis.   

6.13 Manufacturing 

 The small sizes of the engine’s rotating components demand the use of state-of-the-art 

manufacturing techniques to achieve the tight tolerances required for high efficiency.  For the centrifugal 

compressor, a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) five-axis milling machine will be used to 

precisely machine its complex geometry.  The tool path programs that define the intricacies of the cutting 

motions are easily generated using a suite of CAD/CAM software.  As future improvements are made in 

the aerodynamic design of the radial compressor using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, the 

five-axis milling machine can immediately update its tool paths to capture the design upgrades without an 

engineering compromise for manufacturability.  This integration between the design and manufacturing 

steps increases both process and component efficiency. 

 The turbine section of the engine will utilize directional solidification to produce the high 

pressure turbine blades with a vacuum chamber casting process.  By closely controlling the temperature 

of the casting process, directional solidification results in a turbine airfoil composed of columnar grains 

along its spanwise axis.  This grain alignment strengthens the blade and effectively eliminates the 

potential for destructive intergranular crack initiation.59  Although more expensive to manufacture, the 

structural benefits offset the cost by reducing the long term maintenance requirements of the engine’s 

turbine section.  Directionally solidified superalloys exhibit increased ductility and fatigue life which will 

lengthen the time between overhaul (TBO) for the entire engine.  For the low pressure turbine, which 

experiences lower relative temperatures, an integrally cast turbine wheel and blades will be used to reduce 

parts count, manufacturing time, and overall complexity. 

Table 6-16: Athena Engine Component Weight Breakdown 
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6.14 Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Requirements 

 A new engine design is subject to the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14 – Aeronautics and 

Space, Chapter 1 – Federal Aviation Administration, Subchapter C – Aircraft, Part 27 – Airworthiness 

Standards: Normal Category Rotorcraft and Part 33 – Airworthiness Standards: Aircraft Engines.  

Beginning with Part 27, this regulation lists numerous requirements in Subpart E – Powerplant.  Table 

6-17 highlights those that are applicable at this conceptual level of engine design: 

Part 33 is more focused on specific testing and evaluation requirements used during the 

certification process of a new aircraft engine.  Table 6-18 summarizes the applicable requirements from 

Part 33 for this engine design; testing requirements will be addressed in the certification section of the 

report. 

Table 6-17: FAR Part 27 Engine Requirements and Athena’s Solutions 

Para. Title Summary 

27.907 Engine Vibration Engine and rotor drive system must be free from excessive vibrations
-- Transmission mounted with dampers to eliminate excessive vibrations due to the rotor 

27.917 Rotor Drive System Design Engine must automatically disengage from rotor drive system for autorotational capability

-- Freewheeling unit installed in engine gearbox

27.1091 Air Induction

Inlets must supply the engine with the required air during all operating conditions and minimize 

the ingestion of debris

-- Screened engine cowling and inlet barrier filters surround the engine inlet  

27.1093 Induction System Icing Prevention

Engine must be capable of operating at all power settings without accumulating ice on the inlet 

detrimental to engine operation
-- Engine anti-ice system uses bleed air from the compressor to heat the walls of the engine 

27.1141 Powerplant Controls: General

No single point failure in any powerplant control system can cause the loss of a powerplant 

function necessary for safety

-- FADEC engine control has an analog backup mode

27.1191 Firewalls

Engine must be isolated from personnel compartments, structures, controls, and rotor 

mechanisms by a firewall or shroud

-- Engine compartment is isolated  

 

Table 6-18: FAR Part 33 Engine Requirements and Athena’s Solutions 

Para. Title Summary 

33.7 Engine Ratings and Operating Limits Established relating to horsepower, RPM, gas temperature, and time for MCP and TOP

-- See engine specifications

33.15 Materials Suitability and durability must be based on experience or testing

-- Material selection based on historical experience

33.66 Bleed Air System If the engine anti-icing can be controlled, a means to indicate its functioning is required 

-- Pilot display light will illuminate when system is active

33.75 Safety Analysis

No probable engine malfunction or improper operation can result in a fire, engine burst, loads 

greater than ultimate loads, or loss of engine shut down capability 

33.76 Bird Ingestion Not applicable due to the inlet design on this aircraft  
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6.15 Transmission Design 

6.15.1 Hanson Transmission Design 

A Hanson split-torque transmission was selected for the Athena’s drive system.  Based on the 

engine horse power, the need to save weight, energy, and fuel, and reduce emissions, it was determined 

that a planetary transmission would not suffice.  The split-torque Hanson transmission offers the greatest 

savings in weight and complexity.  Based on the design from “A Designer Friendly Handbook of 

Helicopter Rotor Hubs”, the Hanson Transmission requires only four gears to produce the necessary 

reduction in RPM.17  Figure 6-22 depicts the simplified gear configuration and Figure 6-23 shows an 

actual Hanson Transmission.   

 

The Hanson transmission is unique in that it couples the bull gear of the transmission directly to the 

rotating mast.  This provides a weight saving by having the hub bearing also serve as the gear bearing.  

The short length, large diameter rotating mast attaches directly to this bull gear.  The non-rotating mast is 

located inside the rotating mast and is attached to the base of the transmission housing.  Together, the 

rotating and non-rotating mast offer structural redundancy to transfer rotor loads into the airframe 

structure.  This savings in weight and complexity directly translates into savings in cost, energy, fuel, and 

emissions, and an increase in reliability and safety.   

  The design of the gearbox followed the procedure outlined in Andrew Bellocchino’s Design 

Thesis60 and in Robert Norton’s Machine Design Textbook.61  All gears were assumed to be spur gears.  

Although helical gears may run quieter due to reduced vibrations from the gradual tooth contact,61 they 

require thrust bearings60  which result in a heavier transmission, more fuel burned, and increased energy 

consumption and emissions.  The gear material selected was VASCO X2M for its high harness, strength, 

and relatively low weight as compared to other steel alloys.  For sizing, the following design criteria were 

selected: 

• Engine operated at 514 HP, 30,000RPM (10% over 5 min power of 467 HP) 

• Engine Nose Gear box 4:1 reduction 

 

Figure 6-22: Athena’s Hanson Transmission  
 

Figure 6-23: Actual Hanson Transmission17 
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• Rotor tip speed: 680 ft/s in High Mode, 630 ft/s in Low Mode. 

• Transmission component life: 3,500 flight hours 

Using this design criteria, an excel program was written to vary the diameter, number of teeth, 

and face width of each gear and to measure the contact and bending stress of the teeth vs. the allowable 

contact and bending stress.  A factor of safety of 1.1 was used in the study.  The results of the stress study 

are provided in Table 6-19 and Table 6-20. 

As highlighted in Table 6-20, the low speed mode sized the gears.  The bevel gear was sized 

based on contact stress while the rest of the gears were sized based on bending stress.  The sized gears are 

shown in Table 6-21. 

6.15.2 Variable Speed Module (VSM) Selection and Operation 

The Variable Speed Module (VSM) allows the Athena to change its tip speed from 680ft/s 

(207m/s) to 630ft/s (192m/s).  The concept picture is shown in Figure 6-24.  This change reduces noise 

and vibrations at high speed and increased the performance of the Athena.  Several designs of variable 

speed concepts were considered including a torodial continually variable transmission (CVT), a traction 

Table 6-19: Transmission Gear Stress (TO Power), VSM High (680 ft/s Rotor Tip Speed) 

 

  

Table 6-20: Transmission Gear Stress (TO Power), VSM Low (630 ft/s Rotor Tip Speed) 

 

Table 6-21: Transmission Gear Dimensions 
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drive, a paracyclic CVT (P-CVT), and a planetary gear system with clutch.  The evaluation criteria were 

based on the size of the system needed to achieve the approximate 8% RPM reduction, the loss inherent 

in each system, and the complexity.  Due to the need to save on weight, lower fuel burn, reduce 

emissions, and lower the system cost, a planetary gear system with clutch was chosen.  The Athena 

operates at two distinct speeds, high and low.  Therefore CVT style systems were determined to be overly 

complex and costly in R&D and production despite a slightly lower gross weight. A planetary system has 

the advantage of being a proven technology (the clutch system is based on an automobiles automatic 

transmission) where gears are always engaged, even while switching speeds, which results in the fastest 

rotor speed change and provides improved safety.   

The initial design revealed that the desired reduction could not be achieved by a single planetary 

gear system; the reduction was too small and the designed gears could not mesh.  Therefore, a dual 

planetary system was designed with the first set of planetary gears providing a large reduction and a 

second set increasing the speed such that the net reduction was the required 8%.  An important safety 

feature that was mandated when the system was designed was that the system could only use one clutch 

assembly.  This would not only reduce weight, but would also ensure that there would not be a dramatic 

reduction in rotor RPM should one clutch fail and the other one engage.  By designing the system to use 

only one clutch the system could only fail in high or low mode, and either mode has enough rotor speed 

to allow a safe landing of the helicopter.  A summary of the input-output structure is shown in Table 6-22 

and a schematic is shown in Figure 6-24. 

When operating in high speed mode, the VSM is in “pass-though” mode.  The piston actuates the 

clutch to the right, as shown in Figure 6-24, and causes the clutch plate to press the planetary gear clutch 

assembly against the outer clutch plate.  This locks the two ring gears of gear sets one and two (which are 

connected to the same outer housing) to the planet arm carrier and connector plate (which connects the 

planet gears of the two planetary sets).  Because no internal rotation can then occur in either set, this 

causes the entire VSM to rotate at the input speed, the engine output RPM, with no reduction.  When in 

the low speed mode, the piston actuates the clutch left as shown in Figure 6-24.  This causes the clutch 

plate to press against the outer housing holding it stationary.  Because this outer housing is also connected 

to both ring gears, this locks the ring gears in each planetary system stationary.  This also releases the 

planet arm carrier to rotate freely.  This results in a speed reduction of 1:0.92 or a rotor tip speed of 630 

ft/s (192m/s). 

Table 6-22: Variable Speed Module (VSM) Operating Methods 
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6.15.3 Variable Speed Module (VSM) Design 

The VSM is a modular item intentionally not built into the transmission.  If a customer does not 

feel the benefits of the noise and power reduction outweigh the added weight, he/she may opt to buy the 

helicopter without the VSM.  In order to determine the smallest configuration, a Matlab program62 was 

written to determine all combinations of the two gear sets resulting in the required reduction with a sun 

gear and ring gear tooth count ranging from 5 to 600. From these possible solutions, the gear system with 

the lowest tooth count was selected because it would result in the lowest mass.  

  The Excel program designed for the Hanson transmission was modified for the planetary system 

to determine the face width needed to withstand the contact and bending stresses.  The pitch diameters of 

the systems were varied from 6 to 20 to determine the system with the lowest mass.  Table 6-23 shows the 

resulting VSM’s gear parameters and Table 

6-24 shows the VSM’s stresses when 

operating in low mode which produces the 

highest stresses.  As can be seen from the 

table, the planetary gears sized the 

transmission based on contact stress. 

 
Figure 6-24: Variable Speed Module (VSM) Concept 

 
Figure 6-25: Mounted Variable Speed Module (VSM)  

Table 6-23: Variable Speed Module (VSM) Gear Design 

 

Table 6-24: Variable Speed Module (VSM) Stresses 
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7 INTELLIGENT CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The Athena control system has a distributed, heterogeneous architecture integrated through a 

middleware component called the Open Control Platform (OCP),63 and illustrated in Figure 7-1. It 

consists of traditional flight and engine controllers, as well as advanced components for greater autonomy 

and improved handling qualities. This intelligent, horizontally-distributed control architecture greatly 

simplifies component 

modifications and upgrades and 

overall control system expansion, 

allowing Athena to exploit state-

of-the-art control technologies. 

Furthermore, the OCP facilitates 

communication between the 

flight-related and engine-related 

portions of the control system, 

creating a highly-integrated 

flight-propulsion control system 

that reduces emissions and fuel 

consumption. 

7.1 Open Control Platform 

The Open Control Platform (OCP) is a software infrastructure prototyped by the Georgia Institute 

of Technology and Boeing. It has already been demonstrated on the GT Max UAV helicopter at Georgia 

Tech.  The OCP is middleware software and serves to integrate various control components by providing 

a “substrate through which [they] can communicate with each other regardless of whether they are 

collocated on the same processor…and regardless of whether they are written in different programming 

languages.”  In addition to component integration, the OCP also allows for real-time reconfiguration of 

the control system,64 which is essential for an intelligent, distributed control architecture. 

The overall control system architecture for Athena (Figure 7-1) consists of numerous control 

components communicating with each other through the OCP substrate. Familiar examples of such 

components include the flight and engine controllers and diagnostic components. Advanced components 

such as the mission planner and envelope protection system are included to increase the autonomous 

capabilities of the aircraft, and simplify vehicle operation.  Thus, Athena can accommodate pilots with a 

wide spectrum of helicopter training. 

 

Figure 7-1: Overall Control System Architecture 
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The components can be roughly organized as a flight control system (the top box) and an engine 

control system (the bottom box). However, because of the distributed architecture, this traditional 

categorization need not be applied. Instead, the control system can be seen as interactions among a 

collection of control components (flight controller component, engine diagnostic component, etc.) and 

sensors and actuators (helicopter and engine). Indeed, this latter description is more accurate since 

communication between the flight and engine portions of the control system is important to the vehicle’s 

ability to optimize for different missions in terms of parameters such as fuel consumption and noise. 

7.1.1 Levels of Autonomy 

Athena offers three levels of control autonomy: manual, semi-autonomous, and autonomous 

operation.  These levels are selectable by the pilot and are intended to reduce pilot workload allow the 

pilot to focus on other aspects of his/her mission and not only on aircraft control. 

These levels are: 

• Manual operation corresponds to the traditional method of controlling the vehicle via 
collective, cyclic, and pedal inputs. 

 

• Semi-autonomous operation simplifies the interaction between the pilot and the vehicle. In 
this mode, Athena is controlled via velocity commands (speed and direction, both laterally 
and vertically) from the pilot in the form of button pushes or a control stick. 

 

• Fully-autonomous operation grants the pilot the most simplicity and the greatest level of 
versatility. The pilot can specify anything from a single destination, to a set of waypoints, to a 
full continuous trajectory. Moreover, the Athena mission planner module allows for the 
optimization of a custom-weighted set of parameters such as minimum time to target or 
minimum fuel consumption. 

 
The distributed and reconfigurable control architecture that the OCP supports allows the pilot to 

change and tailor the desired level of autonomy to the mission at hand.  The fully and semi-autonomous 

modes have already been implemented at Georgia Tech on the GT Max helicopter UAV, and would 

require minimal R&D, allowing it to easily meet the 2020 operational requirement. 

7.2 FADEC Engine Control System 

A Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) unit provides engine control during engine 

operation. Athena’s fly-by-wire design allows seamless FADEC integration with the flight control 

system. A FADEC provides capabilities which include:65 
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7.2.1  Distributed FADEC 

Athena utilizes an advanced distributed-architecture FADEC which is an improvement to current 

centralized control architectures because it reduces system interdependencies within the FADEC.  A 

distributed digital engine control system retains the capabilities of present-day FADEC but has the added 

benefits of modularity, expandability, and obsolescence mitigation.  Components in the Athena FADEC 

system can be modified or upgraded without redesigning other components.  This allows for the 

expansion of FADEC capabilities as control technologies advance and eliminates the need to replace an 

entire FADEC unit, a costly endeavor.  The projected timeline for the deployment of Athena matches well 

with the proposed roadmap from centralized to distributed FADEC architecture.66 

Figure 7-2 illustrates the Athena 

FADEC system, which achieves its distributed 

architecture through use of the Open Control 

Platform (OCP).  The components of the 

FADEC system (engine controller, fault 

monitoring unit) are separate entities 

communicating with each other through the 

OCP.  In fact, the same OCP facilitates 

communications among flight control 

components, thereby achieving a high level of integration between the flight and propulsion control 

systems which enable Athena’s performance to be optimized for each individual mission. 

7.2.2 Engine Controller Architecture 

The engine controller architecture is shown in Figure 7-3. The controller takes flight controller 

and engine sensor signals as inputs and converts them to a desired power turbine RPM. The power turbine 

RPM controller calculates a corresponding fuel flow 

rate of change.  However, to prevent exceeding 

engine safety parameters, three limit regulators also 

calculate flow change values, and the minimum 

value is selected. The signal is then passed through 

an acceleration schedule that limits the maximum 

flow change value to prevent compressor stall.  At 

 
Figure 7-2: Distributed FADEC Architecture Using the OCP 

 

Figure 7-3: Engine Controller Architecture. 
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this point, a fourth limit regulator on compressor outlet temperature is introduced, and the maximum flow 

change value is taken to prevent flameout in the combustor.  The flow change value is then sent through a 

deceleration scheduler and integrated to calculate the actual fuel flow command sent to the fuel actuator. 

7.2.3 Flight/Propulsion Control System 

Communications between 

the various components of the 

Athena control system are 

illustrated by the block diagram in 

Figure 7-4.  Depending on the level 

of autonomy desired, the pilot can 

input commands directly to the 

flight control system using 

traditional means (collective, 

cyclic, and anti-torque control), or 

indirectly using the simplified 

controls offered by the mission planner.  The inputs are constantly monitored, and corrected if necessary, 

by the envelope protection system to ensure vehicle safety limits are not violated.  The flight and engine 

control systems calculate the actuator commands sent to the vehicle, rotor system, and engine.  The 

sensors listed in Table 7-1 provide feedback information to the control systems.  Multiple redundancies in 

the rotor blade control electrical actuators 

ensure safe and reliable operation of the 

IBC system. Moreover, the combination of 

IBC and the OCP allows the control system 

to efficiently address actuator failures. The 

overall Athena control system is 

implemented on two redundant flight 

control computers. 

 

Figure 7-5 shows the more detailed interactions between the control system and the Athena. The 

system is based on the model reference adaptive control method.63 This approach was selected because 

the usage of autonomous and semi-autonomous modes requires precise tracking of trajectory commands. 

Although the derivation of this architecture assumes full state feedback, output feedback formulations are 

possible as well.63 Hence, the system is applicable to Athena even though the complexities of certain 

Table 7-1: Sensor Suite 

 

 

Figure 7-4: Block Diagram of Flight/Propulsion Control 
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technologies such as IBC would prevent full knowledge of all the states of a dynamic model of the 

helicopter. 

In the control system diagram, the 

dynamic inversion is an approximation of 

the dynamics of the vehicle.  The reference 

model is used to dictate the desired response 

characteristics, i.e., ADS 33D requirements.  

The linear compensator stabilizes the 

feedback-linearized dynamics and the 

neural network is used to compensate for 

model errors in the dynamic inversion.  The 

estimate hedge allows the adaptive control 

to operate at the actuator limits. 

7.3 Mission Planner 

The mission planner is a receding-horizon optimization component. In optimal control theory, the 

aim is to calculate a time-trace of control commands for a given dynamical system that optimizes 

(minimize or maximize) a predefined cost parameter over a finite or infinite time interval.  For a receding-

horizon optimizer, this time interval is fixed and finite in length but constantly recedes from the present 

time. Figure 7-6 gives a notional 

illustration of receding-horizon 

optimization.  For instance, suppose 

at some point during a mission, fuel 

actuator commands are calculated to 

minimize fuel consumption (the cost 

parameter) for the next 10 minutes.  

This control command is used only at 

the present controller time step; at the 

next time step, the calculations are 

performed again to optimize over the 

next 10 minutes. 

Receding-horizon optimization is less computationally intensive than full-horizon optimization, 

allowing for generation of solutions in real-time. Moreover, since the certainty of flight conditions 

 
Figure 7-5: Flight Control System. 

 

Figure 7-6: Notional Illustration of Receding-Horizon Optimization 
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decrease as the optimization time interval becomes large, utilizing a receding horizon becomes a natural 

choice since it makes the best use of computational power available onboard the vehicle. In addition, 

there is versatility to tailor the optimization process to specific flight phases by varying the length of the 

receding horizon, i.e. the horizon may be short for takeoff/descent phases but automatically lengthened 

during forward flight/hover. 

Research has been conducted using receding-horizon optimization to generate trajectories that 

incorporate features such as terrain, visibility, and threats.67  The Athena mission planner component 

generalizes this optimization procedure to incorporate the following features: 

• Minimum fuel consumption 

• Minimum noise 

• Follow prescribed trajectory 

• Follow target 

• Minimum time to target 

These parameters are then weighted and summed into a single cost parameter to be optimized.  The 

weights are dependent on the type of mission, the phase of the mission, and user inputs.  For instance, 

police responding to an emergency situation may select a target and choose minimum time to target as the 

predominant parameter to be optimized.  On the other hand, during a hover phases, the minimum fuel 

consumption optimizer might be used.  Using optimal control theory, the mission planner calculates the 

control commands, such as rotor RPM and individual blade pitch settings, that will optimize the cost 

parameter over a chosen time horizon.  The mission planner communicates with the flight and propulsion 

controllers through the OCP to reconfigure and optimize them for the immediate mission phase. 

7.3.1 Envelope Protection 

Carefree handling is the ability of the pilot to operate the vehicle without concern for exceeding 

aircraft safety limitations.  The nature of these limitations may be aerodynamic, structural, or control-

related.  While the ability to fly the vehicle in this carefree fashion is a convenient feature for pilots 

operating Athena in manual mode, it is a necessity for both semi- and fully-autonomous operation since 

human interaction with the flight control system is indirectly routed through an intermediary mission 

planner component. The control system must be sufficiently intelligent to detect and avoid possible limit 

violations without intervention from an experienced human pilot. The envelope protection system allows 

for this ability.  However, the Athena controls also include a manual override switch on the collective so 

the pilot can bypass the envelope protection and allow the helicopter to exceed a limit in an emergency if 

required. 
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The Athena envelope protection system is based on the principles of obstacle avoidance. The 

system utilizes adaptive neural networks to accurately capture the input-output relationships between 

control commands and the limit parameters concerned. 

At each controller time step, the neural network is used 

to predict the immediate trajectories of the limit 

parameters. If a violation is predicted, the obstacle 

avoidance algorithms are used to generate a desired 

trajectory of the limit parameter concerned which 

smoothly avoids the threshold (see Figure 7-7). The 

input-output relationship between the controls and the 

parameters are then inverted to generate the control 

commands necessary for the limit parameter to follow 

this trajectory.68 

7.3.2 Control Reconfiguration & Safety 

The individual blade control and open control platform technologies represent a powerful 

combination for not only energy and noise minimization but also vehicle safety.  The ability to control 

each rotor blade independently increases the number of 

options available to the control system for recovering 

from actuator failures.  Some examples of IBC actuator 

failure scenarios are illustrated in Figure 7-8. 

In the development of the Athena control 

system, numerical simulations must be performed to 

determine the best control inputs at the functioning 

actuators in response to different failure scenarios.  Such 

simulations have already been completed for a six-

bladed rotor with 50% cyclic amplitude loss at one of the 

blades.19  The optimization routine has shown that by 

appropriately varying the pitch in the remaining blades, the vehicle experiences nearly negligible 

perturbations in terms of translational and rotational accelerations despite actuator failure (Figure 7-9). 

 
Figure 7-7: Illustration of Envelope Protection 

 

Figure 7-8: Examples of IBC Actuator 

Failure/Degradation Scenarios19  
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These types of simulations and optimizations will be extended during Athena’s control system 

development.  It was found that the acceleration responses are exacerbated with increasing time delays 

between the original and reconfigured control settings.  Thus, the optimal control response to different 

types of failures must be pre-

determined and stored within 

the fault detection component 

of the control system.  The OCP 

will then facilitate switching 

control schemes (from the 

mission planner, for example, 

during failure-free operation) if 

a failure is detected. The ease in 

control reconfiguration 

supported by the OCP 

minimizes the associated time 

delay. 

 

7.4 Example Mission & GUST Modeling 

7.4.1 Example: Police Surveillance Mission 

The benefits of the different levels of autonomy are best illustrated through example.  Here, a 

police surveillance mission with an IBC actuator failure event in a noise-sensitive, urban environment is 

considered. The phases of the mission are described in Figure 7-10. The mission is then carried out as 

follows: 

   Not Reconfigured   Reconfigured 

 
Figure 7-9: Translational and Angular Vehicle Accelerations After Failure 
at One Rotor Blade Actuator Without and With Control Reconfiguration19  

 

Figure 7-10: Police Surveillance Mission Profile 
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• Takeoff and ascent are performed in semi-autonomous mode for convenience. 
 

• High-speed dash to target is then carried out autonomously by setting a target using the 
Athena control panel. The mission planner is instructed to generate the appropriate control 
commands to reach the target in minimum time without regard for noise-sensitive areas. 

 

• Search and descent maneuvers are done in semi-autonomous mode. This allows more 
attention to be focused on performing the mission, rather than only flying the vehicle. 

 

• Full autonomy is used while surveying the area during hover with the mission planner 
minimizing fuel consumption, and allowing the pilot to focus on the ground area being 
surveyed and not on aircraft control. 

 

• Once the mission is completed, Athena returns to station under fully autonomous operation 
to minimize the noise impact on the urban environment. The mission planner decreases main 
rotor RPM and generates trajectories which avoid pre-designated, noise-sensitive areas. 

 

• Malfunction of a rotor blade actuator occurs. The control system detects failure and the OCP 
reconfigures control of the vehicle from mission planner to fault detection/recovery 
component. Athena returns to station successfully by individually controlling remaining 
blades to compensate for the failed actuator. 

7.4.2 GUST Modeling 

In order to simulate the fully autonomous 

operation of the vehicle, Athena was modeled using the 

Georgia Tech UAV Simulation Tool (GUST).  GUST is 

a model of the GTMax, the UAV helicopter used by the 

Georgia Institute of Technology to demonstrate OCP 

technologies69  The Athena geometric, mass, and inertia 

parameters were uploaded into the GUST program to 

properly model the vehicle. 

GUST was used to demonstrate the dash and 

return segments of the police surveillance mission.  

Figure 7-11 shows a map of the urban environment with 

a police target and a pre-designated noise-sensitive 

zone. The flight trajectories generated by the mission 

planner are shown with arrows.  The trajectory to the 

target is a straight line directly through the noise-

sensitive zone since noise concerns were disregarded.  

However, the return path avoids the noise-sensitive area. 

 
Figure 7-11: Flight Trajectory for Police Surveillance 

in a Noise-Sensitive Environment 

 
Figure 7-12: Trajectory Simulation in GUST 
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The mark in the return path designates the aforementioned actuator failure.  The remainder of the path 

represents Athena operating under fault recovery mode.  

The trajectory of the vehicle under the autonomous control of the mission planner is simulated in 

GUST and shown in Figure 7-12.  The labels designate the mission phase and corresponding, primary 

optimization objective.  

7.5 Cockpit Display and Interface System 

Athena’s cockpit 

display and interface 

system is based on 

current full “glass” 

cockpits such as Boeing’s 

AH-64D Longbow.  The 

center piece of the 

Athena’s cockpit console 

displays are the 7x9 in. 

(18x23cm) Multipurpose 

Display Systems (MPD). 

The screens on the MPDs 

can be changed by the 

pilot to show a variety of 

information from digitized flight instruments, to aircraft systems, to navigation moving maps and 

digitized approaches, to communication systems’ statuses. The MPDs are surrounded by Variable Action 

Buttons (VABs) whose function changes depending on the current information displayed.  These VABs 

allow the pilot to manipulate data and aircraft systems in conjunction with a letter and number keypad 

located on the center console.  Combining the system interface in the displays greatly reduces the number 

of conventional switches and dials allowing for a smaller console that increases visibility, reduces cost, 

and provides flexibility for later system upgrades.  A diagram of the Athena’s console is shown in Figure 

7-13, and the MPD display screen architecture is highlighted in Table 7-2. 

 
Figure 7-13: Athena Console Layout 
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The Athena also features a retractable Heads-Up Display (HUD) that shows critical flight 

information on a transparent screen in the pilot’s field of view.  This greatly reduces pilot workload by 

allowing the pilot to scan critical flight information while keeping his/her vision outside the helicopter.  

This also frees up the MPDs to display other information needed for the flight or mission.  The HUD is 

shown in Figure 7-14. 

In addition to the HUD, critical information is also displayed on the Up Front Display (UFD).  

This panel is located below the HUD and above the MPD.  It displays all warning, caution, and advisory 

messages, the current UHF and VHF 

radio data, the current ADF and VOR 

data, fuel data, and autonomous mode 

data.  The panel also allows for quick 

changing between the VHF and UHF 

radio as well as frequency swapping 

without having to access the 

communications page on an MPD.  A 

picture and explanation of the UFD is 

shown in Figure 7-15. 

Table 7-2: Multipurpose Display (MPD) Architecture 

 

 
Figure 7-14: Athena Retractable Heads-Up Display (HUD) 
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A final method that Athena uses to reduce pilot workload and increase safety is a Health Usage 

and Monitoring System (HUMS) that monitors all aircraft systems and alerts the pilot of any deviation.  

This allows the MPDs to display mission information and frees the pilot to concentrate on tasks other than 

monitoring aircraft systems.  In the event of an emergency, the master caution or warning is illuminated 

and accompanied by an 

audible voice alert.  The 

emergency is displayed 

in the UFD and the 

aircraft will switch the 

MPD to display engine 

information with the 

affected system 

highlighted. It will also 

display the appropriate 

emergency procedure on 

the center MPD.  

 

7.5.1 Cyclic, Collective, Pedal System 

The Athena’s control system is similar in design to those of a conventional helicopter.  The cyclic 

and collective have switches and controls for critical systems so the pilot can manipulate aircraft systems 

without having to take his/her hands off the controls.  Because of the aircraft’s fly-by-wire design, the 

controls also include a force feedback system, through the use of springs, to simulate the control loads of 

normal mechanical rigging.  In addition, to reduce pilot work load, the Athena has a force trim feature on 

the cyclic and pedals.  This system holds the controls in a specific pilot-selected position, though the use 

of magnetic breaks, until the pilot actions the force trim release switch to reposition the controls to 

another attitude.  The collective is held in place with a 1g spring and an adjustable friction lock.  This 

reduces pilot fatigue and provides a limited hands-off capability.  Finally, the Athena has a stick shaker 

installed on the collective to vibrate when the pilot approaches an aircraft limit.  This helps to alert the 

pilot of the approaching condition and informs him/her the aircraft’s envelope protection system will soon 

engage.  

 
Figure 7-15: Athena Up Front Display (UFD) 
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8 PERFORMANCE, STABILITY AND HANDLING QUALITIES 

8.1 Athena’s Performance 

 Athena meets or exceeds all the 

performance and weight requirements of the RFP as 

shown in Table 8-1.  Athena's performance charts are 

shown in Figures 8-1 through 8-7.  Figure 8-1 is a plot 

of power required and maximum rate of climb versus 

airspeed.  Figures 8-2 and 8-3 respectively show 

specific range and endurance versus airspeed. Those 

figures show the increase in both specific range and 

specific endurance at 92% rotor RPM.  HOGE altitude 

versus gross weight is shown in Figure 8-4.  Figures 8-5 and 8-6 respectively show the variation of 

Athena's range and endurance with payload.  Figure 8-6 shows the height-velocity diagram, which 

indicates the combinations of altitudes and velocities that should be avoided for successful autorotation. 

 

 

Table 8-1: Attained Performance and Weight 
Specifications 

 

Figure 8-1: Power Required and Rate of Climb vs. Airspeed 
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Figure 8-2: Specific Range vs. Airspeed 

 
Figure 8-3: Specific Endurance vs. Airspeed 

 
Figure 8-4: HOGE Altitude vs. Weight Figure 8-5: Payload vs. Range 

 
Figure 8-6: Endurance vs. Payload 

 
Figure 8-7: Height-Velocity Diagram 
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8.1.1 Performance Comparison 

 
 Figure 8-8 shows the estimated power required 

curves for the MD 500E and the EC-120B.  Table 8-2 

summarizes critical performance parameters and 

compares them with the EC-120 and the MD-500.  It is 

noteworthy that each vehicle’s performance is measured 

at its maximum gross weight, the EC-120B is the 

heaviest (3,781 lbs), and that the MD 500E is the 

lightest (3,000 lbs).  However the Athena requires less 

power and consumes less fuel than either vehicle despite 

weighing over 250 lbs more than the MD-500E. 

 

 

 

8.2 FLIGHTLAB Model 

The flight dynamics model for the Athena was built and analyzed using FLIGHTLAB.15 Using 

the software’s selective fidelity capability, preliminary design studies regarding trim condition, control 

limits, cg envelope and fuselage loads were estimated through virtual simulations.  

Table 8-2: Comparison of Athena Performance 
with MD 500 and EC 120 

 

 
Figure 8-8: Power vs. Airspeed 

 
Figure 8-9: Hourly Fuel Consumption vs. Altitude 
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FLIGHTLAB is a physics based dynamic modeling simulation environment that combines the 

capabilities of a time advancing scheme, using first and second order states, and a state space approach. 

The program uses a blade element model for the main rotor that divides the blades into sections, estimates 

the loads on each section and then numerically integrates the sections over radial and azimuth stations. 

Nonlinear aerodynamic properties are introduced as table look-ups while the inflow is modeled using 

Peters-He three state inflow model (a reduced extension of Generalized Dynamic Wake Theory).70  Each 

empennage is modeled with 

aerodynamic strips, one for the each 

component. The fuselage is also 

modeled similarly.  In this analysis, the 

BO-105 fuselage aerodynamics data71 

was digitized and scaled to match the 

Athena. The mass and inertial 

properties for the blade sections and the 

fuselage were modeled as lumped 

masses. Geometric properties and 

variations were handled through 

transformation matrices. The 

FLIGHTLAB model is summarized in 

Figure 8-10. 

8.3 FLIGHTLAB Analysis and Results  

8.3.1 Trim Variables 

Main rotor collective, lateral/longitudinal cyclic and tail rotor collective are plotted below, in 

addition two pseudo control variables pitch and roll attitude of the vehicle are also shown.  These plots 

show that the main and tail rotors avoid stall conditions for normal flight in a variety of CG locations. 

 In addition, BO-105 FLIGHTLAB model and Flight Test Data72 Are shown in the graphs on the 

right  in order to demonstrate the fidelity of the estimations and validate the FLIGHTLAB data. Trim 

analysis in forward flight and high-g maneuver analysis were also performed using 5000 ft pressure 

altitude hot day conditions. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8-10: FLIGHTLAB Schematic Through Design Process 
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Figure 8-11: Athena MR Collective Position 

 

Figure 8-12: BO-105MR Collective Position  

 

 
Figure 8-13: Athena MR Lateral Cyclic 

 
Figure 8-14: BO-105 MR Lateral Cyclic 

 
Figure 8-15: Athena MR Longitudinal Cyclic 

 
Figure 8-16: BO-105 MR Longitudinal Cyclic 
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Figure 8-17: TR Collective Position 

 
Figure 8-18: BO-105 TR Collective Position 

 
Figure 8-19: Athena Body Pitch Attitude 

 
Figure 8-20: BO-105 Body Pitch Attitude 

 
Figure 8-21: Athena Body Roll Attitude 

 
Figure 8-22: BO-105 Body Roll Attitude 
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8.3.2 High-g Maneuvers 

An analysis of high-g maneuvers was completed to show the control limits and limit hub loads.  

The initial analysis was done on a steady state maneuver to determine the maximum allowable steady g 

load on the aircraft.  The results for level flight at 65 knots are depicted in Figure 8-23.  In all cases, it was 

found that the Athena could not achieve g loads 

greater than two.  The hub loads and moment 

variation over one cycle are depicted in Figure 

8-24.  This Figure shows the high vibratory 

loads at 4/rev frequency.  The Athena is capable 

of transient g loading up to 1140 lbf (3.46g) for 

the main rotor and 398 lbf for the tail rotor.  

These forces are for maneuvers such as pull-ups 

or any other maneuver where the g load is not 

applied for a significant time. 

8.3.3 Flight Loads and Moments 

In order to validate the structural strength of the main rotors and hub, large magnitude flight loads 

were calculated.  In this study, the steady flight loads and moments on the main rotor hub were computed 

and decomposed into a steady average component and a harmonic component.  It was found that the 

steady loads were well below the fatigue limit, however, the large frequency loads had the potential  

 
Figure 8-23: Steady Turn Load Factor 

 

 
Figure 8-24: Hub Forces and Moments, High-g Maneuver 
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to cause fatigue damage and force the replacement of blades faster than the proposed time before overhaul 

(TBO) life. However, the IBC HHC will dampen these vibrations to an acceptable level. 

 

 

Figure 8-25: MR Hub Horizontal Force 
 

Figure 8-26: MR Hub Rolling Moment 

 

 
Figure 8-27: MR Hub Side Force 

 

 
Figure 8-28: MR Hub Pitching Moment 

 
Figure 8-29: MR Hub Normal Force  

Figure 8-30: MR Hub Torque 
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8.3.4 Dynamic Stability and Handling Qualities 

To determine the Athena’s stability, a 

FLIGHTLAB model was created and linearized 

about two trim conditions; hover and 100 knots 

forward flight. It is important to note that this 

analysis was carried out without any 

augmentation systems, and therefore shows 

Athena’s pure vehicle dynamics. Results show 

that even for the baseline case, only a dutch roll 

mode is observed to be unstable, and would be 

easily corrected with the Athena’s stability 

augmentation system (SAS).  
 

Figure 8-31: Root Locus at a Hover 

 
Figure 8-32: Root Locus at 100 knots Forward Flight 

 
Figure 8-33: Handling Qualities in 
Forward Flight – Dutch Roll Mode 

 
Figure 8-34: Handling Qualities in Hover 

 – Pitch and Roll Oscillations 
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In the hover case, for the unaugmented helicopter, both pitch and roll oscillations may degrade the 

handling qualities due to high frequency or unstable roots. This baseline, un augmented, model is 

compared to the handling qualities requirements in Figure 8-33 and Figure 8-34.  The Athena with no 

SAS is either in Level I or II for all CG arrangements.  With the adaptive SAS controller and FMC, the 

Athena will be able to improve all handling qualities to Level I status. 

9 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

Using Dassault Systems’ state-of-the-art CATIA CAD, SIMULIA CAE, and DELMIA CAM 

software, design modifications were rapidly incorporated based on the results of the multi-disciplinary 

analysis described in previous sections. The design was populated into ENOVIA PLM software to 

provide data access for the entire team.  A detailed weight and balance analysis was conducted throughout 

the design modification process.  Structural design trade studies were completed to determine the most 

energy efficient solution over its lifecycle. 

9.1  Vehicle Weight and Balance  

9.1.1 Weight and Balance Requirements 

The weight and center of gravity limits are provided by FAR 27.25 and 27.27 respectively. The 

Athena’s design maximum weight limit was determined using a component weight build-up.  The CG 

travel range limit was determined by the most forward and aft longitudinal positions at which the desired 

handling qualities can be achieved. 

9.1.2 Weight Analysis 

Initial weight estimations were 

established using weight build-up equations 

from Helicopter Performance, Stability, and 

Control.36  More detailed component weight 

analysis was conducted using values from the 

RFP, CIRADS and CATIA.  Table 9-1 provides 

a summary of the component weight groups.  A 

complete MIL-STD-1374 Weight Statement is 

included in Appendix A.   

 

Table 9-1:  Component Weight Breakdown 
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9.1.3 Center of Gravity Analysis 

Several tools were implemented to ensure the Athena met FAR 27.27 center of gravity limit 

requirements.  An Excel spreadsheet was developed that allowed component weights and locations to be 

assigned and then determined the CG location.  Using a Matlab script, trim analysis were run for extreme 

flight conditions, such as 

high hover out of ground 

effect, to assure trim could be 

achieved for each CG 

location.  The process of 

modifying the layout and 

running trim analysis was 

repeated until a desired CG 

travel range was achieved.  

Figure 9-1 depicts the 

calculated longitudinal CG 

travel for the Athena. 

The CG results were further verified by a detailed CATIA model.  The CATIA model was used to 

assign component weights from preliminary calculations or material properties.  The complete aircraft 

model allowed for detailed aircraft weight, CG location, and mass moment of inertia calculations and 

were exported into the FLIGHTLAB model to assure the desired handling qualities were met. 

9.2  Structural Design Criteria 

The structural design criteria were primarily based on FAR 27 Subpart C and supplemented by 

ADS-29.  The maximum load factor envelope for the Athena was constructed with a load factor ranging 

from a positive limit of 3.5 to a negative limit of 1.0 in accordance with FAR 27.337.  Although these 

requirements can be reduced to positive 2.0 to negative 0.5 if higher loadings are extremely remote, the 

Athena uses the higher load factor range due to its multiple users and missions.  The design maximum 

level flight speed, VH, was 120 knots at maximum load factor based on RFP.  The design limit flight 

speed, VDL, was calculated using a factor of 1.2 VH, a typical ratio for utility helicopters.  The never- 

exceed speed, VNE, was assumed to be equal to VDL for preliminary design purposes.  The minimum and 

maximum speed controllability of 35 knots and 1.11 VNE was in accordance with FAR 27.337.  A 

conservative fatigue envelope was created using Advisory Circular 20-95 to define reasonable limits for 

 

Figure 9-1: Center of Gravity Envelope 
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routine usage.  The loads generated at the edge of the fatigue envelope are considered to occur six times 

per flight hour. 

In developing the V-n diagram depicted in Figure 9-2, the following flight maneuvers were also 

addressed in accordance with FAR 27.337; symmetric pull-up (n=3.5), 1-g dive (n=-1.0), level flight, 

takeoff and climb, hover, and rolling pull-up maneuver.  The loads for these maneuvers were generated in 

FLIGHTLAB for use in airframe analysis. 

 

9.3 Fuselage Design 

9.3.1 Configuration Selection 

An initial trade study was conducted to decide between a full metal, hybrid metal/composite, or 

full composite fuselage design. This trade study took into account the full life cycle energy consumption.  

The main advantages of incorporating a metal design are low production cost and ease of disposal through 

recycling; however, the weight savings, improved reliability, and flexibility of composite materials, along 

with emerging technological developments in the areas of manufacturing and disposal, supported using an 

all composite fuselage design. 

9.3.2 Composite Structure 

Composite material selection for structural parts was based upon the manufacturing and operating 

requirements.  The fuselage is comprised of a Kevlar/epoxy skin and graphite epoxy bulkheads and 

stringers with a high density Rohacell foam core.  A (45/-45/45/-45/0)s skin layup and (45/-45/90)s 

stringer layup ensures that plies in all structural elements are oriented in at least three directions for 

 

Figure 9-2: Maximum Load Factor Envelope 

 

 

 

Figure 9-3: 3.5g Loading Conditions 
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laminate stability.  Pitch and roll moments as well as lift are transferred into vertical forces in the main 

bulkheads near the transmission and sheared into the skins.  The bulkheads and stringers carry crash loads 

in the event of a roll over. 

The subfloor was designed to provide maximum 

protection to occupants.  The lower fuselage has a frangible 

carbon/epoxy skin supported by an energy absorbing 

Rohacell foam core.  The stiff supporting subfloor 

incorporates a lightweight honeycomb sandwich 

construction that provides further occupant protection.   

The tail boom is a filament wound graphite/epoxy 

fully monocoque structure.  The horizontal stabilizer and 

Fenestron are made of carbon and Kevlar skins with 

Rohacell support for the duct and vertical fin.  The engine support and firewall are constructed from 

fiberglass with bismaleimide resin due to its favorable high temperature characteristics. 

Biocomposite materials, such as flax and hemp, were considered because the materials can be 

incinerated without harmful residues.  The technology readiness levels for these materials will not be 

mature enough to incorporate into structural components; however, the material can be phased into 

non-structural members such as interior cabin panels, access panels, and fairings. 

9.3.3 Fuselage Analysis 

Utilizing ABAQUS for CATIA, a finite element model 

was created for preliminary analysis.  Initial static cases were run 

to determine critical load paths.  This analysis was done to 

simulate a 3.5g maneuver with loads applied from the main rotor, 

tail rotor, horizontal tail, and vertical tail.  The model lends itself 

to continued static and dynamic testing.  Loads placed on the 

global FEA modal substantiated local fittings and other detailed 

part analysis.  

9.3.4 Fatigue Monitoring 

An efficient maintenance schedule can be prescribed through the flight parameter monitoring 

system used in the open control architecture.  For direct fatigue monitoring, strain gauges will be placed 

at the critical load locations.   An individual aircraft maintenance schedule will be implemented based on 

 

Figure 9-4: Crashworthy Subfloor Design 

 

Figure 9-5: Static Fuselage Analysis 
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the usage spectrum rather than only by flight hours..  This upfront consideration will reduce the cost of 

unscheduled repairs. 

9.3.5 Manufacturing 

A modular design approach was taken in 

designing the aircraft manufacturing.  Composite parts 

such as the upper fuselage halves, subfloor, and tail 

boom, will be cured and bonded on final assembly.  The 

rotor head assembly process was modeled in DELMIA 

CAM.  By implementing this tool, energy savings was 

crated through a reduction in time to market, reduced 

design changes and retooling, increased communication 

between product and process engineers,a reduced need 

for prototypes, and an optimized manufacturing process. 

9.4 Landing Gear 

9.4.1 Configuration 

A comprehensive trade study between skid and retractable and non-retractable wheeled landing 

gear systems was conducted before selecting the Athena’s configuration.  A retractable wheeled landing 

gear system has the advantage of reducing drag; however, the moderate forward flight speed and 

performance requirements of the Athena did not to justify the added complexity and weight of a 

retractable design.  The skid landing gear is a simpler, lighter solution that provides energy savings 

through ease of manufacture and overall reduced power consumption. 

9.4.2 Dimensions and Materials 

A trade study between structural steel, naval brass, tungsten carbide, aluminum, and composite 

landing gear was conducted.  Structural steel was selected because of its favorable fatigue and energy 

absorption characteristics.  The skid landing gear was designed using hollow circular skid tubes and cross 

beams.  The beams had an outer diameter of 3 in (7.62 cm) and inner diameter of 2.6 in (6.6 cm).  The 

length, width, and height of the landing gear were based upon the structural layout and configuration of 

the aircraft and desired landing attitude.  To reduce drag, lightweight composite fairings were 

incorporated into the design.  The inherent damping of the Hanson ideal rotor also eliminated the need for 

landing gear dampers. 

 

Figure 9-6: DELMIA Assembly 
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9.4.3 Limit Drop Test 

A finite element analysis was conducted using 

Abaqus CAE.  The skid and cross beams were modeled as 

beam elements.  A yield strength and ultimate tensile 

strength of 310 MPa and 517 MPa, respectively with a 

Poisson ratio of 0.33 were assigned to the landing gear.  

The ground was modeled as a shell with a contact friction 

coefficient of 0.5.  Using four rigid beam connectors, the 

landing gear was attached to a rigid node with assigned 

mass and inertial properties from the CATIA model. 

To satisfy the multi-role operation 

requirements, a landing gear drop test analysis was 

conducted meeting both civilian FAR 27.725 

requirements and US military requirements.  

Analysis cases were completed for several landing 

conditions as shown in Table 9-2.  All cases were 

conducted at a drop height of 27 in (0.69m) 

corresponding to an impact at 12 ft/s (3.675m/s).  

This is in accordance with the most stringent 

standards found in Naval Air System document 

AR-56.  Based on the analysis, the landing gear 

exceeds the federal requirements in all landing 

gear conditions.  The maximum observed stress 

approach yield without rupture; a desired 

characteristic of a skid landing gear under limit 

loads.  

9.5 Cabin Configuration and Layout  

The fuselage and cabin configuration were designed concurrently by using CATIA.  A baseline 

model was created, and the design was continuously improved.  One of the improvements made was to 

incorporate an innovative 2-2-1 seating arrangement as shown in Figure 9-10.  This allowed for a narrow 

fuselage body resulting in structural weight savings, reduction in parasite and vertical drag, and increased 

lateral maneuverability.  The fuselage modifications were made with consideration to passenger and crew 

 

Figure 9-7: Landing Gear Visualization Model 

 
Figure 9-8: Level Reserve Drop Test Analysis 

 
Table 9-2: Drop Test Results 
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comfort.  This reduction in frontal area resulted in the equivalent flat plate drag shown in Table 9-3.  Drag 

was also reduced through the design of fairings on the main skid assembly, the rotor blade torque tubes, 

and the hub fairing over the EMAs as seen in the figures at the beginning of the report. 

The cabin shown in Figure 9-9 was designed to 

accommodate the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile 

male.  Anthropometric survey data was used to create an 

ideal cabin.  The crew seat design allows for horizontal and 

vertical adjustment.  Pilot’s point-of-view images were 

generated to check for visual cues. 

 

10  COST ANALYSIS  

10.1 Overview of Life Cycle Cost 

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) 

considers the total cost of aircraft 

ownership from cradle to grave; it 

includes the cost of acquisition, 

operation, maintenance, conversion, 

and/or decommission.  The goal of a 

LCC analysis is to determine the 

most cost effective approach for 

designing and manufacturing an 

aircraft. LCC provides a better 

assessment of the long-term cost 

 

Figure 9-9: Cabin Layout 

Table 9-3 Athena Equivalent Flat Plate Area 

 

 

Figure 9-10: Fuselage Configuration Concept 

 

Figure 10-1: Validation of PC Bell Cost Model  
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effectiveness of projects than can be obtained with only first costs decisions.  The main industry software 

used for cost estimation is the PC Bell Cost Model. Prior to using this software for cost estimation, a 

validation against the EC-120 and the MD-500E 73 74 75 was performed and shown in Figure 10-1. These 

aircraft were selected because they are of similar size to the Athena.  The results from the software 

showed a strong correlation and therefore validated the tool. Throughout the analysis, the PC Bell Cost 

Model predicted the costs in 2001 Dollars.  The costs were then converted to 2008 Dollars and Euros 

based on tabulated inflation rates and the current Dollar to Euro conversion rate. 

10.2 Engine Cost Model 

Price H, by PRICE systems, was used to generate the cost of the Athena’s engine because Price H 

is more accurate in predicting engine research & development and production costs.  The data in Table 

10-1, accounts for 5 prototypes and a total of 250 production units.  This unit cost is used as the specified 

engine cost in the Bell PC Based Cost Model. 

Table 10-1: Engine Cost Summary 2008 Dollars / Euros (based on €1=$1.57) 

 Research and Development Production Total Unit Cost 

Engine $ 27,915,201 / 

 € 17,780,382 

$ 70,573,019 /  

€44,950,968 

$ 98,488,089 /  

€ 67,731,267 

$ 282,293 /  

€179,804 

 

10.3 Athena Cost Model 

10.3.1 Research, Testing, Development and Evaluation 

 Total development costs from the Bell PC model include engineering, manufacturing, tooling, 

logistics, and other costs.76  It does not include Engine RTDE, because the engine was priced in section 

10-2 and incorporated into the Bell PC model.  This resulted in a total RTDE cost for the helicopter of $ 

141,345,619. 

Table 10-2: Comparison of Total Development Cost 2008 Dollars / Euros (based on €1=$1.57) 

 Athena EC 120 

Total Development Cost. $ 42,857,530  /  €27,297,790 $ 40,356,373  /  €25,704,696 
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10.3.2 Recurring Production Cost  

The recurring production cost for 

the Athena is shown by subsystem cost in 

Figure 10-2 for 200 vehicles. The engine 

accounts for nearly 22% of the total 

production cost followed by the fuselage 

(14%), drive system (10%), rotor (13%), 

and flight controls (4%).  

 

 

 

Table 10-3: Comparison of Athena Vs EC 120 and MD 500 – 2008 Dollars/ Euros (based on €1=$1.57) 
 EC-120 Athena MD 500 

Average Total Cost $  1,326,214.82 

€  844,722.82 

$ 1,294,540.66 

€  824,548.19 

$  995,118.44 

€  633,833.40 

Total Fist Unit Cost $  2,167,134.25 

€  1,380,340.29 

$  1,979,541.01 

€  1,260,854.15 

$  1,632,237.35 

€  1,039,641.62 

10.3.3 Direct Operating Cost (DOC) 

 The direct operation cost is made up of the 

cost of fuel and airframe/engine labor and 

maintenance.  The PC Bell Operating and Support 

cost model was used to calculate the Direct 

Operating Cost (DOC).  The PC Bell model 

assumes values for fuel price and hourly 

maintenance labor rate based on assumptions for 

its base year. 

 
Table 10-4: DOC Comparison of EC 120, MD500 and Athena – 2008 Dollars/Euros (based on €1=$1.57) 

 

 Operations and Support Cost per Flight Hour 

MD 500 $ 262  /  € 166 

EC 120 $ 326  /  € 207 

Athena $ 285.47  /  € 181.83 

 

Figure 10-2: Athena Production Cost Breakdown 

 

Figure 10-3: Athena Operating Cost Direct Pie Chart 
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10.4 Economic Uncertainty Analysis 

 A risk analysis tool, @Risk, published by the Palisade Corporation was used to perform an 

“economic uncertainty” analysis of the cost results from the Bell PC-Based cost model.  In its simplest 

form, @Risk will determine how likely a certain level of cost outputs can be achieved by providing a 

range of possible costs associated with its certainty level.  Two types of simulations were performed, total 

development cost risk analysis and recurring production cost risk analysis.  The simulations used the total 

project cost variance to perform a Monte Carlo simulation over 10,000 iterations to determine the 

probability of achieving the cost predictions.  Figure 10-4 shows the probability of achieving the 

estimated reoccurring cost is 40%.  However, the uncertainty analysis gave a 95% probability of the 

recurring cost being less than $1,335,204 ($2008), and the development cost uncertainty results provide a 

95% confidence that the total development cost will be less than $ 44.443 M ($2008)  

11 SAFETY AND CERTIFICATION 

 In order to validate the Athena’s preliminary design characteristics, the vehicle’s overall safety 

rating and certification requirements were evaluated.  A safety analysis of the Athena was conducted, and 

a certification timeline developed to demonstrate compliance with the Federal Aviation Regulations. 

11.1 Safety Analysis 

 The first step to conducting a safety analysis is to develope an understanding of the system being 

analyzed and the mission set it will be required to accomplish.  Although the Athena will perform a 

variety of missions for multiple users, in this report we will focus on a training scenario. This mission 

contains a variety of flight regimes and presents an elevated risk due to pilot inexperience. The training 

mission analyzed will be similar to the one presented in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 10-4: @ Risk Output Report ($2008) 
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11.1.1 Functional Analysis 

 The purpose of functional 

analysis is to “transform the 

functional, performance, interface, 

and other requirements that were 

identified through requirements 

analysis into a coherent description 

of system functions.”77  The 

training mission profile from 

Chapter 2 (Figure 2-3) was 

decomposed into flight segments.  

These segments were then further 

decomposed through the use of a 

functional flow block diagram (FFBD).  This analysis tool defines task sequences and relationships – 

identifying functional interactions within the system.  The following figure shows a two-level functional 

decomposition for the Athena.   

11.1.2 Functional Hazard Assessment 

The Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA) is a systematic, comprehensive examination of 

functions to identify failure conditions and organize them according to their importance.  It is a qualitative 

process which demonstrates each 

possible failure mode of the system 

and its corresponding effect on the 

aircraft, crew, and passengers.  The 

objective of the Athena FHA was to 

consider the potential failure modes 

associated with the airframe, 

powerplant, and human interaction 

functions and to classify the severity 

of their malfunctioning conditions as 

catastrophic, severe major, major, 

minor, or no safety effect. 

 

Figure 11-1: Functional Decomposition Block Diagram 

Table 11-1: Athena’s FHA (Catastrophic) 
Failure Failure

Category Event

Take Off

Cruise

Landing

Cruise

Landing

Take Off

Landing

Take Off

Landing

Landing

Powerplant 

Catastrophic Failure
Transmission Failure

Human Interaction 

Catastrophic Failure

Failure to React to Engine 

Failure

FAILURE RATE

LESS THAN

1.0E-10

Engine Failure

Take Off

Flight

Phase

FAA Safety

Requirement

Airframe 

Catastrophic Failure

Loss of Flight Control

Loss of Tail Rotor
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11.1.3 Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA)  

A Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA) would be the next step to showing compliance 

with FAA safety requirements.  The inputs for this process are the failure modes identified in the FHA in 

the previous section.  The objective of a PSSA is to quantitatively determine the probabilities of failure 

for primary aircraft systems according to the failure rates of each subsystem and component.  The PSSA 

will be generated through the use of various quantitative analytic tools, such as Fault Tree Analysis 

(FTA), Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD), Markov Analysis (MA), and Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN). 

11.1.4 Athena Safety Features  

The Athena was designed at every stage with safety in mind.  Throughout this report, numerous 

safety features were discussed and several are summarized in Table 11-2.  These are not every safety 

feature, but the major design technologies that increase Athena’s safety. 

 

Table 11-2: Athena Safety Features 
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11.2 Certification Plan 

Figure 11-2 shows the five phases of a typical 

certification that would go along with Partnership for 

Safety Plan (PSP). The PSP helps establish the 

standard operating procedures and expectations of the 

certification process. Because the Athena is a new 

design, both Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) part 

27 and part 33 must be satisfied.  

11.2.1 Certification schedule 

 
  The RFP specifies the Athena must be ready by 2020. A detailed schedule of the rotorcraft 

certification is provided in Figure 11-3 to ensure the Athena could meet this requirement.  

 
Figure 11-3: Athena Certification Schedule 

12 CONCLUSION 

The Athena Helicopter is an innovative aircraft that incorporates multiple recent advances in 

technology to make it intelligent and environmentally friendly.  Athena’s robust design allows its use in 

civilian, para-military, and military applications and will ensure its success in the global marketplace. Its 

use of new “green” technology reduces environmental impacts, while a strong focus on safety ensures the 

Athena will be the safest helicopter ever produced. The use of a parallel product and process design 

methodology will ensure all lifecycle costs are minimized. 

 

Figure 11-2: Five Phases of Certification 
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The Athena was designed around an Open Control Platform (OCP) that provides an interface for 

Athena’s innovative technologies.  This OCP ensures all digital components can communicate with each 

other and provides obsolescence avoidance by allowing individual components to be upgraded without 

requiring whole system replacement.  The OCP also provides seamless integration for Athena’s 

innovative optimization technologies which reduce emissions, noise, and fuel consumption while 

increasing vehicle performance.   

Athena’s Hanson rotor system, in combination with its fly-by-wire control system and electro-

mechanical actuators, eliminates the need for a swashplate, lead-lag dampers, and hydraulic pumps.  The 

electro-mechanical actuators provide higher harmonic control (HHC) through individual blade control 

(IBC) and increase performance while decreasing vibrations and noise.  These actuators provide primary 

flight control and all the benefits of HHC at the lowest system weight and maintenance costs.  Other 

systems designed to provide HHC for performance gains (i.e. morphed rotor or trailing edge flaps) are 

overly maintenance intensive and require additional hardware to provide collective pitch.  The OCP 

integrates Athena’s Flight Mission Planner and Control Systems and optimizes the flight and engine 

controls to allow a pilot to select optimization parameters including: minimum fuel or noise, target 

following, or minimum time to a destination.  This tight system integration and reconfigurable 

optimization ability reduces Athena’s impact on the environment through minimizing fuel usage and 

emissions production. 

Advanced engine technologies minimize Athena’s life cycle emissions and fuel consumption.  A 

new two stage, lean-lean, Lean Premixed Prevaporized (LPP) combustor reduces emissions and ensures 

stable combustion, while the new compressor and composite turbines maximize engine efficiency and 

reduce fuel consumption.  The distributed FADEC ensures fuel flexibility and allows the engine to be 

optimized for either JP-8 or biomass synjet fuel.  This flexibility allows the Athena to operate in 

environments where JP-8 is the only available fuel, but also permits a transition to environmentally 

friendly synjet fuel without modifications or loss of performance.  A new Hanson split-torque 

transmission and a variable speed module allow the Athena to vary its rotor RPM without compromising 

engine performance and increasing fuel usage.  This dual speed design helps Athena minimize vibrations 

and noise while increasing performance.  

Athena’s numerous innovative safety features include a crashworthy composite fuselage, a full 

glass cockpit design, and a flight monitoring system.  This focus on safety combined with the advanced 

technologies outlined in this report makes the Athena one of the most environmentally friendly, safe, and 

efficient helicopters ever designed.  The Athena is a truly a “SMART-COPTER” that exhibits all of the 

characteristics necessary for success from first unit delivery through its entire lifecycle. 
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APPENDIX A – GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT 
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APPENDIX B – RECURRING COST BREAKDOWN 
 

Athena Recurring Cost Breakdown ($2008) 
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